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efinitely. Harry's been 'hooked' on
Kenwood products for years. Since
the TS-530S all the equipment was
personally delivered by Martin Lynch
himself. Why does Harry keep coming back
for more?
Two reasons. Harry likes the best in Amateur
Radio equipment. He also likes to deal with
the best retailer in Amateur Radio - Martin
Lynch & Son.

ALMOST 23,000
OTHER
CUSTOMERS
APPEAR TO
AGREE WITH
HIM

MARTIN LYNCH
& SON
BIG ENOUGH TO
COPE AND STILL
SMALL ENOUGH
TO CARE
-

Meet Harry Barker, G4BXY. He was licensed in
1973, has been shortwave listening since 1936
and has been using Trio-Kenwood equipment
since the Sixties. Harry has owned most (if not
all) the HF and the majority of VHF products
produced by Kenwood over the last thirty years.
Here's a selection that have appeared in his shack:
* JR-310
* 9R59DS
* TS-520
* TS-530S
* TS-830S
* TS-120V
* TR-9000

* TR-2300
* TR-2400
* TS-700G
* TS-700S
* TS-711E
* TS-790E
4 TS-930S

* TS-940S
* TS-850SAT
* TS-950SD
* TS-950SDX
* TS-870S
and recently the
* TS-570D

*444"

I .41:k

vimal&N LYNcii
Son

THE AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE CENTRE

140-142 Northfield Avenue, Ealing, London W13 9SB
Tel: 0181-566 1120 Fax: 0181-566 1207
e-mail: sales@martin-lynch.co.uk
WEB SITE: http://www.martin-lynch.co.uk
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Special Purchase!!
DANMIKE DSP-NIR

Did you work - or hear - the Heard Island crew at VKOIR?

After trying lots of DSP units I think the DANMIKE DSP-NIR is one of
the best available. The auto notch hardly alters the received audio quality,
the floor noise is reduced to help hear the weak signals and with the
passband tuning you can sort out which signal you want to listen to.
Filters
CW Filter Bandwidth 200 Hz
CW Filter Centre Frequency 400 Hz, 600 Hz or 750 Hz selectable by internal
jumper.
CW Attenuation in Stop Area > 60 dB attenuation.
FIR Linear Phase, Passband filter.
CW Filter Type
SSB Filter Passband
SSB Shape Factor
SSB Filter Type

150 Hz - 1800 Hz (SSB N)
150 Hz - 2700 Hz (SSB W)
SSB N: 1.1 : 1; SSB W: 1.1 : 1
> 60 dB attenuation
FIR Linear Phase, Passband Filter

Packct Filter Frequency Response 540 Hz Bandwidth, 2210 Hz centre freq.
Packet Shape Factor 1.24 : 1, > 60 dB attenuation
FIR Linear Phase, Passband Filter
Packet Filter Type

NOTCH Filter Response 150 Hz - 2700 Hz
NOTCH Attenuation of I KHz tone Up to 50 dB - depends on the characteristics of
the input signal.
NOTCH Reactions Time < 10 mS
NOTCH Filter Type Adaptive
PEAK Filter Area

it

His verdict "An excellent

Peter also reviewed the Alpha 87A NO TUNE. He described the 87A as "Truly the ultimate". Whereas other
no-tune amplifiers will only work with "own brand" radios, the 87A works with them all.

ALL
THIS

Comments from some 91b users
- Installation and transport a doddle with removable transformer. Previous TL922 was a pain.
- Really easy to tune even on 10 metres. Very efficient on that band too.

- Worked All States on 160m now in the bag. What a difference !
- Thrashed it very hard in CQWW SSB contest but no probs at all. A mean machine !
- Used at 1K out in RTTY contest. Always unruffled. Very impressed !
- Surprised at case of band change just by setting the numbers. Didn't need to tune it at all.
- Yes it happened We had some guest ops - one put 1.5K into a short but it just safely tripped out
- Excellent value. Beautiful inside and out. This amplifier is built to last many years.
And some comments about our other products

FOR
ONLY

- HyGain TH I I a dream to use. Excellent build quality.
FT 1000MP drives the TopTen auto antenna switch from the band port Now all QSY's are fully automatic.
- Your 80m foursquare unit opened up a new band. Amazing what I can hear.
- Love the Force 12 EFI8OBV's phased for 80m.
- KLM KT34XA an absolute cannon. First or second call always works for me.
- C-3S was much better than the A3S I had up before. Never realised what a compromise traps were.
- Thanks for the 80m wire dipole. Nicely made. and not expensive.

For rotators, antennas (HI , and VHF), HF amplifiers, and special products for contesters,
call Vine Antennas for the best around.

150 Hz - 2700 Hz

PEAK Attenuation of Random Noise 10 dB - 20 dB, the attenuation can be varied in

PEAK adj. mode.
PEAK Reaction Time < 10 mSec
Adaptive
PEAK Filter Type
PBT Filter Bandwidth300 Hz (PBT N) or 2100 Hz (PBT W), selectable
PBT Filter Centre Frequency Variable in the area 300 to 3200 Hz in 62.5 Hz
increments.
> 60 dB attenuation
PBT Attenuation
Combinations

- chose an Alpha9lb for reliable power. Can you afford anything less reliable than an Alpha?
Peter Hart reviewed the 91b - pictured above - in the February Rad
amplifier in all respects"

SSTV Filter Passband 1050 Hz - 1350 Hz and 1460 Hz- 2350 Hz
SSTV Shape Factor BPI: 1.45 :1; BP2: 1.17 : I,>55 dB attenuation
FIR Linear Phase, Double Passband Filter
SSTV Filter Type
RITY Filter Frequency Ana 270 Hz bandwidth, 2210 centre frequency
RTTY Shape Factor 1.43 :1, > 60 dB attenuation
FIR Linear Phase, Passband Filter
RTTY Filter Type

If you did - you heard an Alpha/Power amplifier in action. The Heard Island crew - 5,000 miles from home

NOTCH + PEAK

Vine Antenna Products for World Class Antennas and HF amplifiers
Tel - 01691 83111, Fax 01691 831386, Email ronl&gw3ydx.demon.co.uk
-

£279

you more, you will be recognised as a Big
Gun DXer.

transmit frequency.
4. When the DX says "ABC only"- Don't
believe him. If he says "Europe only" Don't believe him. If he says "2's only" Don't believe him. Keep giving your call
"XYZ !! XYZ II XYZ !! HOW COPY
MARIO?" Make sure you use his name
when you call him, he may think you are
some one he knows, it must work as we hear
it on bands all the time so it has to be effective. Don't pay attention to directional CQs,
when did any DX know what they
wanted hat matters most is what you
want.

CONTENTS
EDITORIAL
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CLUB NEWS AND VIEWS

7. When you find a DX pileup, to bring your
operating skills to a higher level and impress all those on frequency - Zero beat the
DX send "QRL?" "Is this frequency in use?"
This shows character and that you are truly
a caring person.
7. When finally making the DX contact,
give the DX some background about yourself, TX, RX, ANT, WX, how many children and grandchildren you have, where
they went to college, what size bedroom
slipper you wear, or any other items of in
terest to the DX. This shows that you are not
just a 599 kind of guy. This is most effective
when the band is just about to fold.

5. To get the DX to work other modes tell
him you want set up a schedule later which
is convenient to you. You should wait until
the pileup has built up to several hundred
and just before the band is about to go out,
then ask him to meet you on CW, RTTY or
SSB at a set time and frequency. Above all,
make sure you tell him that YOU need him
on these modes. This will endear you in the
hearts of all on frequency, it shows that you
can work more than one mode and are a
well rounded amateur.

8. After you have worked the DX you will
need the QSL route. Although this will be
listed on the DX packet cluster, in ARRL &
DX News Letters, and on the Internet, there
is not reason for you to go to all the bother
of reading these sources. You can just keep
calling on the DX frequency... "What is the
QSL Information?". If you don't get a reply
with the information after 8 or 10 calls,
keep it up, your persistence will pay off,
there are plenty of other stations on frequency who are waiting to work the DX
who have read these publications.

6. If you have worked the DX previously
make sure you call him and tell him that he
is stronger than the last 6 times you worked
him this week. The DX station will want to
know this. Others on frequency will respect

THAT'S IT FOR ANOTHER ISSUE - SOMEWHAT SMALLER THAN THE LAST FEW
ISSUES, LARGELY DUE TO THE FACT THAT SEVERAL PROMISED ITEMS NEVER
MATERIALISED. IF YOU CONTRIBUTED TO THIS ISSUE - VERY MANY THANKS. IF
YOU DIDN'T - WHY NOM!
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recover from VKOIR and every time I see
that callsign mentioned I just want to shout
"Wow!" Within just a few days of the team
arriving at their respective homes the official video of the DXpedition was being advertised on the Internet! Although I have yet
to see it I am assured that it is pretty exciting and well worth the cost. Obviously the
vast majority of DXpedition teams could
never undertake an operation such as
VKOIR, but it would be well-worth those
proposing to lead major efforts examining
the logistics of VKOIR to see whether any
aspects could be incorporated in their own
schemes.

EDITORIAL
Brendan J McCartney, G4DYO
Following the VKOIR effort I got to thinking
"Hasn't it been quiet lately?", when the
701A situation took off. Whenever the
DXCC desk refuses an operation the air
waves (and Internet!) get white hot with
opinions from guys who KNOW how
DXCC should be run and want to string up
poor old Bill. OK, to publish pits of the operators in the DXCC Yearbook (I've yet to
receive mine) and then disallow the operation is akin to shooting oneself in the foot,
but we all do that from time to time.. I've
got a very simple attitude to DXCC - I accept what the referee says. If the man with
the whistle says it doesn't count, it doesn't
count and I do not include it in my records..

A dreadful storm has blown up over QSLing
ethics and whether a QSL Manager should
be bound to answer requests for QSLs even
if he has some personal reason for refusing.
Apart from stating the obvious - that personalities should not enter the equation - I

I am not sure that the DX world will ever

54
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am not going to say too much - within two
weeks of becoming the editor of DXNS
back in 1985 I learned that DX editors
should never criticise any other DXer, otherwise the roof falls in - like fast! The same
applies to non-editors too. If you complain
too loudly you may eventually find yourself
"not in the log" for that much needed
DXCC counter. If any one single lesson is to
be learned from this recent sorry episode it
is that the requirement for QSLs for the purpose of award collecting should be scrapped
- like NOW.

amateur bands. The requirement therefore
provides an entirely appropriate standard for
entry to our bands. As you can guess, I have
no time at all for the Class B's who cannot
be bothered to master CW. Presumably the
same people studied the Highway Code for
their driving test? I do not know what the
official UK attitude is to this matter, but 1
sincerely hope that it is similar to that of the
ARRL. Until some other similar - appropriate - examination standard can be devised
for access to the HF amateur bands KEEP
CW!

In recent years I have become increasingly
frustrated with amateur radio, largely due to
the increasing appalling operating behaviour
on the DX bands. I use R/T professionally
and am only too aware of how efficiently a
communications system functions when the
users follow certain rules - it's called
OPERATING DISCIPLINE. Regrettably, in
these days when ham licences are virtually
given away in cornflakes packets, on-air
discipline on the ham bands leaves a lot to
be desired. However, my heart was truly
gladdened when I read the following statement in the March, 1997 edition of ARRL's
QST:

So far there has been no reaction to my suggestion in the January Newsletter that
CDXC should mark the New Millennium
with some form of award programme. Do
keep this in mind and let me have suggestions, sooner rather than later. This could
present an excellent opportunity for CDXC
to lead the way into the next Millennium.

"Responding to survey results that
show that the majority of members favour retention of Morse code for HF
operating privileges as an international treaty obligation, the Board decided that the ARRL will not support
changing the existing treaty requirement, an issue slated for consideration
at WRC-99. Currently, Morse code testing is a condition of HF privileges internationally."
That's the best news I've heard for ages and
I hope it gladdens the hearts of all CDXC
members, whether they use CW on a regular
basis or not (I do not).. Although CW may
be losing favour commercially in today's
digital world, it remains a most efficient and
popular method of communicating on the

Input for CDXC Newsletter from members
is always welcome - indeed essential. However, please take care when submitting articles to more than one magazine. Your editor
has no way of knowing if an article submitted to the CDXC Newsletter is a one-off and
other publishers may become unduly agitated at seeing what they believe to be
"their" copy appearing elsewhere.
As you read this I hope that Ruth and I will
be enjoying the heat and hospitality of
Texas. It's going to be a 99.99% birdwatching trip but we hope to meet an old
friend in the shape of True-Blue DXer Bob
Winn, W5KNE. Bob and I exchanged many
phone calls and FAXes in the days when I
was the editor of DXNS and he wrote
QRZDX. In fact Bob reckons he has spoken
to Ruth more times on the phone than I
have! It's a long time since we both
"retired" and new editors took over, and I
no longer see QRZDX, but if the new man
is doing half as good a job as Bob the subscribers should be well pleased. Back in
those Golden Days QRZDX was one of the
finest weekly DX bulletins.

17474Z f/4/4Z
To wrap up this issue, here are a couple of amusing pieces gleaned (as usual) from the Internet.
If you have anything light-hearted for publication in this section do send it along. It would be
fabulous to have a whole issue of Newsletter consisting wholly of members' contributions

BASIC DXING
Hugh Cassidy, WA6AUD
(Originally published in the West Coast DX
Bulletin, 20 July 1976 and slightly modified
by VE1DX, 18 January 1997)
One of the Local QRPers came up the hill
last week and he was not happy. "Put me
down as another one who missed VKO1R",
he said. "Those high-powered, non-stopcalling Eastern types pushed the QRM needle off the peg at my place." We were
properly sympathetic for a broken heart is a
nagging burden. "Too bad", we said, hoping to ease the grief with some small talk,
"we heard you in there calling and figured
you'd worked them. We could not hear him
here."
The QRPer shrugged. "Oh, I wasn't hearing him. 1 was in there calling blind.
Called for three days and got nothing.
Nothing at all with all that eastern QM"
We had to think this over a bit for it appeared something was not meshing. "If you
could not hear him", we asked, "How
would you ever know if he came back to
your call? Wasn't that a bit of a futile effort
to call blind?"
The QRPer bristled.
"Look", he said, "If 1 didn't call, how would
they have heard my call and come back to
me? Heck! That's basic DXing."
We were still not getting the story. "But if
you call blind and you are not hearing the
DX station, how will you know when he
comes back to you if he does?" The QRPer
started to bristle again.... and it was apparent we had run our string. "I can see you
will never really be a Big DXer", he said

devastatingly, "You just cannot understand
that they won't hear you if you don't call.
You just don't understand!"
Son of a Gun! Let's face it. There are some
of the Eternal Enigmas that only a few will
understand. These are trying times in this
world of DX, although for some more than
others. We thought again about what the
QRPer had told us. We pondered the Mysteries of the Ages, for there is often wisdom
hidden beneath the surface and there are
none so blind as those who will not see.
After a few minutes, we decided a visit to
the optometrist wasn't necessary and, while
one of us wasn't seeing, we had convinced
ourselves that our eyes were just fine! So
we turned back to the rig and waited for the
Heard Island boys to flash up again on fifteen. The Great Days of DXing were at
hand. DX IS!

RULES FOR DXING
By Anon
1. If you come upon a pileup, find the exact
DX frequency and slowly tune up your KW
right on his frequency. Take your time doing
this as it has maximum effect this way. The
longer you take, the better.
2. If you cannot wait to find out the DX call
sign, ask "What is the DX call sign?" Do
this repeatedly until some one gives you the
call, this will show all others on frequency
that you are serious about wanting to work
this DX. This is called sharing.
3. When you find out the DX call, repeat
your call over and over again on the DX
frequency, even if he is working split there
is a chance he may be listening on his

Qs. We shall see. The G activity was truly
excellent, the RadCom articles, conditions,
world wide publicity, the 12 hour section
and the special certificates all played their
part to make this one of the outstanding
BERUs of recent years. Truly a great celebration for the longest running DX contest
of all.
I used the facilities of Dorothea, VP2EE, to
whom many thanks, an 1com735, 80 watts,
to a Mosley PRO 57 and a 2 el 80 wire

beam fixed north, logging on Super-Duper
of course.
Raw scores are on my Commonwealth
Contest web page at:
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages
Bob_G3P..17Y

Cag 4/5/c M479 Wag
CHAIRMAN'S CHAT
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG

,

Thanks also to Derek, 03KHZ, for GB5CC,
he used an FT1000, Drake L7B, a TH5, 40m
4 square and 80m 3 element array. GB5CC
made 640 Qs and may lead the HQ stations.

CONTEST PICTURE GALLERY

Steve, (74.1VG, operating at
G3NUG 's shack fOr AFS
(see article this issue)

Andrew
Williamson,
GIONWG, being presented
with the CDXC Plaque by
Neville, G3NUG, for his
success in the 1995
CQWW CW Contest. The
presentation was made at
the Annual Dinner in
March

Judging by the Email and cluster messages
that I received I think everyone enjoyed the
CDXC Annual Dinner at Reading on 22
March. Trish and I certainly did. It was great
to have such a good turnout with 58 members and their guests attending. There were
many new members present - another very
good indication of the health of the Club.
The next social event is the Summer Social
after the AGM on 5 July. More about that
later.
I particularly enjoyed the talk by Roger
G3SXW on Togo. Roger kept just the right
balance for the mixed audience and it was
really interesting to hear of the practical
difficulties of setting up a station and obtaining licences in West Africa. As Roger
put it, WAWA - "West Africa Wins Again".
Well done Roger, a great talk and congratulations on your operation from Togo.
The dinner raffle was another particular
success this year. Our thanks to Barry
G4RKO of Yaesu UK Ltd. and to Martin
G4HKS of Martin Lynch and Son for the
main raffle prizes. They gave a SWR/power
meter and a desk mike for the MP respectively. We raised the grand total of £233.00,
a magnificent effort and my thanks to all
who contributed. In net income terms this is
equivalent to recruiting about 38 new members when one bears in mind the fact that
about half our membership income is spent
on the printing and distribution of the
Newsletter. Again, many thanks Barry and
Martin.
I was also pleased to be able to put right a
misunderstanding regarding the UK winner
of the 1995 CQWW CW contest - High
Power Section. At the 1996 HF Convention

I awarded the plaque to Robert GIOKOW
whose call appeared top in the CQ Magazine listings. However it turned out that Andrew GIONWG was in fact the operator using the call GIOKOW. At the dinner I was
able to put matters right and to present Andrew with a plaque. Congratulations on your
efforts Andrew.
I appealed at the dinner for members to
support Bren as Newsletter Editor and to
send in articles for publication. The Newsletter is for you and about you - the members. Most of you are active and have a story
to tell so let us hear from you. In my view
the last March Newsletter was one of the
best yet because it had a substantial number
of contributions from members.
1 also mentioned at the dinner that we are
planning a CDXC world-scale DXpedition
in early 1998. We have several locations in
mind. This will be a major effort - more
news later.
Trish was delighted to receive a bouquet of
flowers at the dinner. She does a great deal
for the Club including the distribution of the
Newsletter. When she started doing this
three years ago there were 110 members,
now we have just under 350. Furthermore
the Newsletter has grown from 32 to 72
pages and they now nearly fill three large
GPO sacks.
A final thanks to Dave GOHXN our Secretary for organising the dinner. Thank you
Dave.
Members will have read that Ken GOORH
has stood down after two years as Contest
Co-ordinator. Thanks for your efforts Ken.
Don G3XTT takes over and will in future
put together the QRZ Contest section of the
Newsletter. Delighted to have you on board
Don.

would like to have a presentation on IOTA
please get in touch with me and I will see
what can be arranged.

Alan G3PMR has found a source of good
quality clothing for the Club and showed us
some samples at the dinner. The sweat shirts
looked excellent to me - the quality was
really impressive. We are thinking about a
royal blue material with the club logo and
call sign in gold. More details later.

IOTA will also be represented at Dayton
(16/18 May), Friedrichshafen (27/29 June)
and possibly at the Tokyo HamFair in late
August by Martin, Roger G3KMA or myself. We will be giving presentations at all
of these conventions.

Our contesters have been doing a great job.
The AFS raw scores place us first in the CW
section and second and fourth on SSB. The
placings at the top are all fairly close so let
us hope that we will maintain these positions in the final results.

I have recently received a copy of the Heard
Island video. It is an excellent production professionally made with extremely clear
pictures and none of that fuzziness that is so
often seen in amateur videos. Copies can be
obtained from Ghis Penny ON5NT, the cost
is 1000 Belgian Francs. Euro-cheques may
be used providing the cheque card number
is written on the back. I recommend it
highly - contributions go to the Heard Island
fund.

Our marketing initiatives continue. We will
be writing to all the new British Isles DXCC
members as shown in the 1996 DXCC
Yearbook in the near future. We will also
mail any new IOTA members. RadCom did
us well in March with mentions in three
separate articles. We were again at Picketts
Lock this year which was as busy as ever.
Barry G4RKO made a corner of the Yaesu
stand available to the Club and to IOTA.
There was again a good deal of interest in
our activities and it was great to meet quite
a few of our members, some for the first
time. Again, there was much interest in the
IOTA portable rig with the FT-900AT.

Finally, a reminder that the AGM and
Summer Social will be held here at Further
Felden on Saturday 5 July. The official notice of the meeting is published in this
Newsletter and the enclosed flyer sets the
details. The AGM starts at 12 noon sharp;
we will try to finish by 1pm for the Summer
Social. Let us hope for good weather and a
great turn-out.

At our recent Committee meeting we agreed
to contribute £200.00 to the forthcoming
CY9 - St. Paul Is. DXpedition. This will be
a major effort. Our contribution has again
been matched by the RSGB DXpedition
Fund.

VICE-CHAIRMAN'S COMMENTS
Steve Telenius-Lowe, G4JVG
CDXC 1997 ANNUAL DINNER
CDXC's Annual Dinner was once again a
great success, even if the venue was not our
first choice. Dave, GOHXN, is to be congratulated for finding an excellent alternative venue when last year's hotel was unavailable. The Forte Posthouse in Reading
put on an excellent meal (the roast lamb was
superb!) and with overnight accommodation
at the very special rate of £30.00 for bed and
breakfast it was excellent value too!

I am writing this note in early April as Trish
and I are just off to the US for two weeks. I
shall be at the Fresno DX Convention (4/6
April). A really interesting programme has
been put together and several of the Heard
Is. team should be there. Martin G3ZAY
and I are giving a presentation on IOTA.
Incidentally we have updated the presentation which is now on 35 mm slides and it
can be given by any active IOTA enthusiast.
If any member is involved with a club and

Thanks to generous donations from Yaesu
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1600 The intermittent noise is now becoming a bit of a problem. I get a bit p----d off
with it and stamp around the place. Q rate is
dropping back as I can't pick up the weaker
stations calling. You can live with noise on
a DXpedition but not in a contest. In BERU
you often only have one shot at some of the
rarer bonuses. I also get fed up of the non
BERU callers and vent my ire on an HB9, '
VE is not FIB9 so please shut up'. Silence,
scares everyone away!

to 40 for a G run, hop to 80 for Peter,
G3LET and GB5CC. On 40 Andy is holding
his lead, 505/564. Run Gs for 30 mins then
up to 20 for 9J2B0, back to 40 for
ZD860CC.

1700. VE3HX calls 'try 10', OK and bingo,
VE3HX, VE3XN, VE3VHB, VE3OM are in
the log so, 'CQ BERU CQ BERU nil!
Back to 20 for ZD8, 'QSY to 107, got'im.
No Gs though, and it's now too late. I will
try in the last few minutes of the contest tomorrow. QSY to 15, 9G5VJ, 300/368, he
has been really moving. We QSY to 10 and
make contact, a bit scratchy but OK at my
end. Back to 20, Andy calls, 10m was 'no
QSO', back to 10, OK this time. Back to 20,
GB5CC, strange to hear your home station.
Derek, G3KHZ, operated from my QTH
using my amp. and antennas. Sounds nice
and loud! QSY to 15 for another bonus, but
nil on 10, too late. Wonder if there ever was
a G opening ? Back to 20 for VU2FWW,
wonder where VU2UR the HQ station is?
By now the benchmark is yesterdays news, I
am well ahead, conditions are up and there
is a lot of activity, the publicity has paid off.
This is turning into a rate contest, work
every G I can find, not much time to look
for bonuses. Two VE7s call in, this is looking good.... and then ....

0200 up to 20 to look for ZLs, Ah Ha,
DAMN, ZLIHV and ZL I AIZ in the bag
followed by ZLIPC and VK2DID. I think
perhaps that my signal could do with being
a mite stronger. I need a linear for this bit.
Dave, G4BUO, said I would, and he was
right. Put it in the diary for 1998. Just keep
on hopping. VKs on 20, thanks guys. ZLs on
40, hooray, and ZS6KR and ZS2LM, great
stuff.

Midnight
, Zulu that is. In sunny Anguilla
it's 8.00 pm. and so to 80. Gavin is 52
ahead, but at least I have the first 5 bander
in the bag. Down to 40 for VE7CC and
VE6WQ and then into hopping mode.

0500. Am I going mad ' G3PJT' calls, no it's
not it's 'G4PTJ' !
0600. 20 yields up more VKs. VK4SS,
Alan, who helped me so much with the
book, followed by VK2ZC and VK3ZC.
And so into the VKIZL long path period. I
found in Bermuda that you can take great
advantage of this as you are close to the the
great circle route between VK and G. In
VP2E I can hear both ends on 40 but on 20 I
can only hear one. Evidently signals went
straight over. After that the graveyard
hours, no signals I havn't worked and few
signals anywhere. Then dawn in Anguilla
and the bands perk up, and a nice stream of
Gs and others until 1145, when as is my
custom I QSY to 10 for the last chance at G
and others. Nil heard, so back to 15 for the
last Q with GM4KHA.

1900 V2/GMOGAV on 20, 367/432 !! OMG
what have I missed, Gavin has had a consistently better Q rate over the last 3-4 hours
and I thought I was doing well for BERU.
1955 VK9NS calls, thanks, nice bonus.
9J2SZ for a second 9J2. Hey ! everyone is
on for the 60th BERU. 40 is bedlam, EUs
Gs and everything else, but a look at 15
yields Graham, VE3ST, back to 40 and 60
mins later 20 yields ZL4OK and still more
Gs on to 15 for ZL4OK and ZLIAPC. Back

I end with 864 QSO with 11 dupes, 146 bonuses and 7185 points. The best I have ever
done in BERU, but I fear not enough to win
the 60th. Conditions have been kind to us
and I expect the winner will have over 900
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FT-1000MP and Icom linear amplifier to the
two dipoles). Our claimed number of QSOs
are as follows:
CW G4BUO 319, G4DJX 300, G3XTT
282, MOAIM (op. G3WGV) 281. Total
claimed score 14,520 points.
CW 'B' G3RTE 267, G4IFB 260. Total
claimed score 5270 points (note there was
room for three more CW operators to field
two full teams of five.)
SSB 'A' G3OZF 340, G4BUO 302, G3RTE
289. Total claimed score 9310 points.
G3XTT 288, G4JVG 288, G4LJF
SSB
239. Total claimed score 8150 points.

ADVENTURES IN PARADISE
(or what I did for my spring holiday)

Bob Whelan G3PJT
Cambridge UK, 1 March 1997.

I sit and think for a change, 'So sunrise in
Anguilla is the same time as Bermuda,
seems to say, do the same as in 1994, Bob.
A bit different from Cayman last year when
I started on 80, working the VE7s.' A-1-1right, then I will start on 20 and shift up to
15 after 1400. Must get some Qs on 10 from
the VEs, 5 bands too from Andy, 9G5VJ,
and Gavin, V2/GMOGAV, next door on Antigua. I think I will go to 40 early this year
and band hop 80/40/20 through the night.
So I will use the VP9 Q rate as the benchmark, beating that should be a real challenge if 1996 was anything to go by.
Being on the air a few days before the
Commonwealth Contest week end helps
run off a few pile ups and get a feel for
propagation and get rid of the unwelcome
callers. Seems like Gs should be OK on 15
but 10 sounded very quiet. Plenty of Europeans on 15 and actually conditions seemed
quite good. As usual intermittent noise from
power lines is a problem. Point one for

1998, I have to have a solution to this problem, better antennas and mebbe a noise
nuller. I thought the Caribbean was wall to
wall sunshine, but they still have their electric storms, leaky overhead power lines,
electric drills, DIY fanatics and dirty computers.
Anguilla, Saturday, 8 March 1997.

It's 1145 UTC, 0745 in the morning local
time, sunshine blazing through the window,
15 minutes to go to the start of the 60th
Commonwealth Contest or BERU. As
Rosemary is with me I have a great breakfast, 2 eggs and toast and coffee. I tune over
20, looks open to Europe, good, follow the
plan. I am getting nervous. Hey what's this,
Bob, you have won this contest, nothing to
worry about. Perhaps I have not adjusted to
the laid back style of Anguilla.
The computer clock in SD ticks round to
1200. Go!! CQ BERU...CQ
BERU...VEIJF 599 001 / VP2EJT 599 001 !
Towards the end of first hour VE3EJ calls
in 599 072 / 599 079 ! Where does John get
them from ? Wish him good luck, I am sure
I will be hearing him later !
1300 Flat out into the second hour but the
pace is slacking. Still a stream of Gs and
VEs so onto 15, full of Gs calling CQ
BERU. Hey, ZD860CC, after I decode the
call he is straight in the log, now 9J2B0 and
a big signal from Dave, G4BUO. ZC4EE
calls 181/109, nice bonus. Dave, VE2ZP,
182/171 have to watch that one, a serious
challenge from VE this year, 9HIEL,
9G5VJ and V2/GMOGAV also racing along.
1500. Rate improving and holding, slowly
getting ahead of the benchmark. Exchange
Qs with Gavin, 599 200 / 599 179. wow, we
QSY to 10 and then back to 15 full speed.
Better work everything I can find on 15, you
never know how propagation will hold, and
they won't be around tomorrow. What about
10? Nil from G, try later. 5X1P, great but I
am a bit slow in asking for a QSY.

UK (Barry Cooper, G4RKO, is, of course, a
CDXC member), Martin Lynch & Son
(G4HKS is also a member), and our President Don Beattie, G3OZF, the raffle was a
great deal of fun. As usual, the first prize
was won by Herb, GOWAZ, who deserves
his success in raffles because of the amount
of tickets he buys! Andy, G4ZVJ, who is a
99% CW operator, won a desk microphone
for the FT-1000MP.
The after-dinner presentation by Roger,
G3SXW, on last year's CQ World Wide CW
Contest expedition as 5V7A from Togo illustrated just what SERIOUS contesting is
all about, and also gave the audience a clear
idea of how difficult it can be to get things
organised in some parts of the third world.
Roger and his team-mates were at least
lucky to have what sounded like superb cooperation from the hotel management, who
allowed their entire 700ft long roof-space to
be festooned with literally dozens of antennas and who laid on a three-phase power
supply especially for the contest. The power
consumed during the 48 hours of 5V7A
could probably have kept the rest of Lome
going for a week!
After the dinner, most converged on the bar
and swapped DX stories of the ones that got
away, how many bands / modes VKOIR was
worked on, and how they were going to
thrash the opposition in the next contest,
until at least 2.00am.
It was a great night, and it was good to see
members from as far afield as Cornwall
(Andrew, G(I)ONWG), Norfolk (Victor,
G3JNB), and North Yorkshire (Andy,
G4ZVJ; Steve, G4KIV) attending the dinner. Apologies to anyone from even further
afield who I didn't get the chance to say
hello to. I look forward to seeing everyone
again at the AGM and summer social event
on 5 July.
000000000

JOTTINGS of the SECRETARY
Dave Mann GOHXN

Well another successful dinner behind us
and I hope all who attended enjoyed themselves, and many thanks to those of you who
Emailed me with your kind comments. I
must admit even though I live just a few
minutes down the road it was nice to "get
away" and enjoy a glass or two without
having to worry about driving home. My
thanks to Roger for an informative after
dinner talk, its not until you hear a story
such as he had to tell that it puts all these
DXpeditions into perspective. I am sure that
most of us who just take part as participants
don't really think much about the setting up
of such a contest group, and unlike DXpeditions to islands and new countries these
are self financed with little or no support
from the DX community. It was also nice to
meet some of our newer members who were
attending for the first time, indeed some
who had travelled a considerable distance to
join us and during the weekend I got a
feeling that it might very well be a good
idea as I muted several months ago about a
second dinner to be held somewhere in the
North. Quite a few members mentioned it
and I am sure that the logistics could easily
be worked out. All you need is a hotel centrally situated to rail, airport and motorway,
a good menu at reasonable cost and accommodation also at reasonable cost. Would
anybody North of Watford like to make a
stab at looking for somewhere (they don't
have to organise it, unless they want to) that
would fit the bill so that we can look at it a
little closer for '98?
Our next big event is of course the
AGM/Social again to be held at Neville's
pad in deepest Felden and for those who attended last year Mark is doing the catering
again.
1 know that there will be possibly two vacancies on the Committee this year so if you
feel like having a say in how your club is

being run put your name forward, I am sure
that all clubs benefit from new blood periodically, so come on don't be shy have a go
you never know you might enjoy it.
Hands up all those who have seen
"Independence Day", what a boost for the
CW fans, for those who missed it Earth is
invaded by aliens and the only means of
communication between the battling earthlings is by good old Morse code, must say
something to the "no code brigade", and
what with the comet appearing bright in the
Northwest !!!!
Elsewhere in the NL will be found the official announcement of the AGM and also the
agenda. So 73 see you at the AGM.

CDXC WANTS LIST
Peter Chadwick, G3RZP, has volunteered
to produce a "CDXC Most Wanted Countries" listing for the July Newsletter. Please
let Peter have your list by 10 June at the
very latest. Those with Email capability may
use that method to:
peter.chadwick@gpsemi.corn

EMAIL UPDATE
The following changes are notified at the
request of the users:
G3XTT
PA3GIO

g3xtt@compuserve.com
pa3gio@dds.n1

MEMBERSHIP LIST ERRATA
There was an error in the recently distributed list. Please amend VK5WO's telephone
number to read: +61-8-86632503

FOR SALE
Strumech 120' heavy duty tower model
T120, including all guys, shackles, etc. Bargain price £750 ono. Buyers collects from
Portway, near Birmingham. Please contact
Herb, GOWAZ, for full details, telephone:
01564-742710, or FAX 01564-742895.

GW/PA3GIO/M

did outstandingly well this year, with a
claimed score of 14,520 points, 20 points
ahead of Lichfield. That the two top teams
should be separated by just 20 points in
fourteen and a half thousand shows how
close the competition is in this contest. In
practice, the claimed scores are so close that
the winning team will be the one with the
most accurate logs.

'QTH here is Lima. Lima, alpha

I operated in the SSB AFS from Neville
Cheadle's, G3NUG, station, as did John
Linford, G3WGV, in the CW event the previous weekend. John had assumed that
Neville's 80m antenna, a dipole at over 70ft,
whilst fine for DX, would be too high for
inter-G working, so with Neville's help had
put up an additional 'low' dipole, at 90 degrees to the first, and about 40ft high. The
low dipole was left for me to use the following weekend. Interestingly, whilst John reported that he made a considerable number
of QSOs on the low antenna, I found that
the high dipole was better in almost every
case. This probably indicates that the 'best'
antenna for this contest is probably dependent on the particular propagation conditions
on the day in question. G4BUO used a dipole with a reflector under the antenna, to
provide an antenna similar to an NVIR
(Near Vertical Incidence Radiator). This
type of antenna is used by broadcast stations
in the tropics which use HF frequencies
(around 3.2 and 4.9MHz), rather than medium wave or VHF, for local or regional
coverage. Forget about trying to get as low
an angle of radiation as possible, in this
contest the idea is to have as high an angle
as possible, contrary to most DXers' principles!

DESIGNED FOR THE
DESERVING
To enhance your membership of
CDXC, we have produced a select
range of Desirable Designer Goodies
( Well almost designer ). All carry the
distinctive CDXC Logo.
There are Paperweights in Marble
that can be used as small plaques. Go
on - award yourself for all those unrecorded and unrewarded DX achievements! These are quite heavy so
postage is expensive dependent on
destination. UK induding postage
only £350
As one of the key members of the UK
DX Foundation can you afford to be
without a CDXC key ring well worth
£1 .75
Now the ultimate tool to confirm
those 'Rubber Stamp' QSOs - a CDXC
Rubber Stamp With this you can
really put CDXC on he map or anywhere else! A gift like all our Goodies
at only £5.50
All the items are available direct from
Neville Cheadle G3NUG or at the
Summer Barbecue AGM in July.
Payment can only be accepted in UK
Funds If you send a cheque to indude overseas postage please leave
the amount blank with a maximum
amount stated if necessary

The action was fast and furious for the first
60 or 90 minutes. I had a reasonably good
frequency and made 145 QSOs in the first
hour. No-one who called me gave a higher
serial number, which is always a good sign!
After an hour and a half I had worked 195
stations: this was really going well. Then, I
lost my frequency.

The technique in AFS seems to be to call
CQ and work as many stations as possible
on your own frequency whilst, at the same
time, tuning around on the second VFO to
find other people using the same technique.
About 90 minutes into the contest I returned
to 'my' frequency, having just worked
somebody who took just a little too long to
get my callsign and serial number right, to
find that two other stations were swapping
QSO numbers on the frequency I had just
vacated. A few minutes of searching and
pouncing convinced me that I needed to find
another 'run' frequency, but the band was
absolutely full and it took some considerable time before I was able to find another
(reasonably) clear frequency. By then, the
damage had been done and I had lost the
momentum.
I ended up on 3686kHz, which a very strong
German station decided was a "non-contest
frequency" (despite the fact that 3600 3750kHz was completely full of other contest stations), so he proceded to cause me
deliberate interference. I found out later that
SSTVers were also causing deliberate QRM
to those trying to operate anywhere between
about 3715 and 3745 (the SSTV band is
3730 to 3740kHz, but this is shared with
other modes, it is not an SSTV-exclusive
segment).
I ended up with 288 QSOs, exactly the same
as CDXC team member Don Field, G3XTT.
Congratulations to Jim Kellaway, G3RTE,
who made 289 QSOs and therefore ended
up in the CDXC 'A' team, relegating Don
and me to the `131 It was not bad for a first
attempt, although I was disappointed not to
have made over 300 QSOs, as the leading
few stations did.
I enjoyed taking part enormously, and am
now looking forward to next year's event,
when we shall have a very good go at beating Lichfield on SSB as well as CW! Sincere thanks to Neville, G3NUG, for allowing me to use his excellent station (Yaesu

team, Henley Under-14s, achieved great
distinction, coming runners-up in the Under
14s final (from over 70 teams at their age
group), which was played on the hallowed
turf of Murrayfield in front of a crowd of
several thousand including the Princess
Royal who was there to present the trophies.
For my son, the lure of rugby and other
sports is the friendships which they bring,
the excuse to travel to other places, and the
strong element of competition. Although he
also has some interest in radio, is competent
in CW at 10 wpm, and started on a novice
course a couple of years back, amateur radio
has never held the same appeal for him.
Every survey of amateur radio contesters
shows a similar age profile, with the average
age for contesters somewhere in the early
40s (and gradually increasing), and apparently very few youngsters coming into the
contesting side of the hobby nowadays (or,
indeed, into the hobby generally). I wonder
how we can rectify this. I have a feeling that
ham contesting can offer many of the same
elements of social interaction (just join a
multi-operator effort to find out what I
mean), travel (contest expeditions are an
established aspects of many of the major
contests) and, of course, the competitive

RSGB AFS 1997
Steve Telenius-Lowe, G4JVG

Despite being a keen contest operator, I had
never participated in the RSGB AFS contest
before. This year, for the first time, CDXC
had two teams in both the CW and SSB AFS
contests.
The CW event was on Sunday 12 January,
and the SSB contest the following Saturday.
Both events are only four hours long and are
on 80m. The idea is that RSGB Affiliated
Societies form teams of five operators for
the CW event and three operators for SSB,

element itself. Many of the finest young
contest operators in the US went through the
N4AR "finishing school", being encouraged
by Bill to join multi-op efforts from his fine
station, and being mentored by him and the
other experienced operators there. Are we
doing as much as we can in this respect, or
is there more that CDXC contesters can do
to find and encourage new talent? It's not
easy. John G3WGV and I made strenuous
efforts for the several years we were doing
well in NFD from G3ULT/P (Reading and
District ARC), to involve the young and
novice members as much as possible. And
the Club also went on in SSB Field Day,
which enabled those who had limited CW to
get some hands-on contest experience.
Admittedly the Club then went on, last year,
to join forces with the Newbury Club to put
on a station in CQWW Phone. But the bug
seems to be slow to take hold, and other activities can seem more appealing. Nevertheless, just as the RSGB has recognised the
need to attract young people into amateur
radio generally, perhaps CDXC can take a
lead in using contesting, which appeals to
the competitive nature of many youngsters,
as a way of bringing new blood into the
hobby.

3LERT KEY
It is with sadness that we report the passing of David Hill, G4IQM, on 13 March as a result
of a heart attack. David was a valued member of the RSGB HF Contests Committee. He
carried out many of the administrative tasks in connection with the Committee, correspondence and handled NFD registrations, quietly badgering people to enter or send in their logs.
He will be a sad loss to the HFCC. David was also a staunch member of the RSGB HF
Committee for a number of years and his support will be missed. Our deepest sympathy goes
to David's family. +

DIFFERING VIEWS.

POSTBAG
edged in gold.

From Brian Coyne, G401)1 7:

Just finished reading the March CDXC
Newsletter - a really good read.
The CDXC is going from strength to
strength; increased membership, a great
magazine and an editor who really cares
about DX.
Nice to read those interesting articles and
letters about the VKOIR DXpedition - what
a fantastic operation - really professional.
I have to agree with the guy who described
trying to work them as "edge of the chair
stuff". I shared that experience with him!

73 Don G3XTT, NK1G

with the individual's scores simply added
together to form the Affiliated Society's
team score. The scoring is very simple, 10
points per QSO, no multipliers or bonuses,
just work as many stations as possible and
log them as accurately as possible. (The reason each QSO counts 10 points, rather than
simply I point per QSO, is that percentages
of points per contact can be deducted for
logging errors.)
Traditionally, the teams to beat in AFS, both
on CW and SSB, are from the Lichfield club
(which, incidentally, include a couple of
CDXC members.) The CDXC CW 'A' team

I reckon that most guys who were active got
a contact on HF, but the LF bands were a
different story. I am sure there is still a lot
of demand for Heard Island on the low
bands and I feel lucky and privileged to
have made it. I called for a total of more
than six hours before I managed it on 80m.
It was nice to get them for #309 on 40m, but
the biggest thrill of a lifetime for me was to
get them for my #100 country on Top Band:
that was something really special.
I am not active on SSB, but I listened to
them and the pileup on 80m and was overwhelmed by what I heard. Compared to that,
getting a CW contact was a breeze. Anyone
who made it on 80m SSB must have a really
special station and deserves a QSL card

Grateful thanks and congratulations to the
VKOIR operators for their efficiency and
their patience with the lids and bad behaviour in the first few days and, above all, for
making it possible.
(Ed: Mni congrats on the LF Q's Brian!)
From Peter Halls, G4CRY:

I received my copy of the newsletter today. I
didn't pay it too much attention as I have
followed the story of VKOIR in the DXNS
and on the Internet already. However, one
remark stood out - that of G3PMR on page
37 when he is talking about the VKOIR QSO
statistics. He says "CDXC members obviously don't have a great deal of interest in
RTTY, with only 10 QSOs being logged in
all".
I suggest the low total of 10 QSOs does not
tell the whole story. First of all, lets look at
the operation's own statistics as published in
DXNS No. 1754. The total number of QSOs
made by the VKOIR expedition was 80673.
Total CW QSOs was 45536, Total SSB
QSOs was 33081 and total RTTY
2056.(Only 736 RTTY QSOs with Europe!)
It only takes seconds with a calculator to see
that a mere 2.55% of their total QSOs were
RTTY. So the lack of interest in RTTY
QSOs lies with the VKOIR expedition not
with CDXC members.
The lesson to be learned is that statistics can

lead you astray. Think carefully before
drawing conclusions. Also, whilst it is
pleasing to be part of a growing organisation. If the CDXC Newsletter continues to
be full of lists of callsigns, smudgy photos,
pointless statistics and recycled stories from
other publications, it will soon be a shrinking organisation again!

RAOTA, being first licensed in 1970!
Ask almost anyone who sees amateur radio
being demonstrated, thinks it could be of
interest to them and then begins to find out
what is entailed to get a licence. I think
most would accept that some sort of exam is
necessary (although whether or not the RAE
is asking the right questions is another matter entirely!), but when they find out they
have to pass a Morse code test, that's when
they begin to have second thoughts. "Can it
really be worth that much effort?", they ask.
Anything worth having is worth working for
- true, but many people, myself included,
have a real mental block with Morse code.
Morse experts, to whom it is effortless to
work at 40WPM whilst reading a book and
watching telly at the same time, might find
this hard to believe, but I can assure them it
is very definitely true.

Wait a minute though, could it be that you
aren't interested in the needs of RTTY'ers?
Maybe I'll think carefully before renewing
my membership!

CW REQUIREMENT
From Steve, G4JVG:

I understand that elsewhere in this Newsletter Brendan, G4DYO, is commenting favourably on an ARRL board decision to
recommend 'no change' to the international
HF Morse code requirement. I'd like to put
an opposing viewpoint. First of all, let me
say that the following are my own opinions,
they are not meant to be a CDXC Committee view. Many members will also know
that I am an RSGB Staff member, so I
should also reiterate that these are my views
and should not be seen as being in any way
representative of any RSGB viewpoint.

I became interested in amateur radio when I
was 13, I passed the (old-style essay-type)
RAE at the first attempt when I was 15
whilst, incidentally, taking nine 0 Levels at
the same time. I was a complete DX nut,
listening as an SWL on HF for hours and
hours every night for years, but I found to
my surprise that I could not master Morse
code.

Morse code is (arguably, but almost certainly) the most efficient mode for DXing.
It's definitely the most spectrum-efficient
mode. It has a history going back to before
Marconi himself. It is an absolutely integral
part of amateur radio and in particular
DXing. But I don't believe it should be necessary to have to pass a Morse code test before being allowed to hold an HF licence.

And how I tried. I tried listening to CW
QSOs, I tried slow Morse transmissions, I
tried one-to-one tuition, I tried radio club
Morse classes and I tried a Datong Morse
tutor. It took me 10 years to scrape a pass in
the Morse test (I'm not proud of that, but it's
a fact), 10 years of a constant interest in HF
amateur radio, 10 years of getting to 8 or 9
words per minute, reaching a plateau, getting frustrated, slipping back, then reaching
the same plateau again and again, before
eventually conquering the test. OK, I did it
eventually, but I think it's crazy that it was
that difficult for me to get an HF licence. It's
only because I was a real, hardened, HF DX
nut that I persevered for as long as I did.
How many others would have given up

It's a sad fact that amateur radio as a hobby
is in decline. We must attract more people
into amateur radio, or the hobby will wither
and die. Certainly the average age of radio
amateurs is getting older and older. I believe
the average age is now something like 55,
which makes me a youngster still - even
though I now qualify for being a member of
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INTERNET CONTEST REFLECTOR

display, allowing the operator to spot band
openings or Packet-generated pile-ups without actually having to tune around?

The Contest Reflector on Internet has
moved. If you are behind the times, here is
the info from Trey N5KO (ex-WN4KKN):

No doubt the debate will be with us as long
as amateur radio contesting exists. Perhaps
the answer is to have different contests for
different tastes, so that at least you can
compare like with like to some extent straight-key contests (in which keyers are
forbidden), "Assisted" categories such as
already exist in several contests, QRP contests with specific power limitations. All of
these, and more, already exist, but there are
still loopholes such as that relating to builtin second receivers which has given the
RSGB Contests Committee so many sleepless nights in recent years in the context of
NFD.

ADIC, KM3T, N4VJ & I have each chipped
in on a new server running Majordomo to
support various ham-radio-related mailing
lists, including CQ-Contest@TGV.COM .
Internet connectivity for this service is bring
provided by Akom Access, Inc., of Alpharetta, GA. All current active subscribers
have been added to the subscription list at
the new site. Shortly you will receive a
message welcoming you to the new server,
and a copy of the updated CQ-Contest FAQ.
Effective immediately, all postings to the
CQ-Contest mailing list should be sent to
CQ-Contest@Contesting.COM

In the end, does it matter? For many of us,
perhaps going on for an hour or two to dish
out points, any debate is irrelevant. But for
the serious competitors it can seem more
important than life and death. Debate on the
Internet contest reflectors and elsewhere
will continue, though in the end it is up to
the various contest organisers to decide how
prescriptive they want to be. In the meantime, get on the bands and enjoy!

and all SUBSCRIBE and UNSUBSCRIBE
requests should be sent to
CQ-Contest-Reqest@Contesting.COM

The monthly CQ-Contest archives are no
longer accessible via FileServ@TGV.COM .
Messages posted to CQ-Contest will soon
be browsable through the URL
http://www.contesting.com/ cq-contest

HOT TOPICS
From Internet, I note two recent topics of
heated discussion. One relates to bandplanning on 160m, especially following the CQ
WW 160 SSB contest in which the band
was full of SSB signals, right down through
the CW segment (the controversy is particularly fierce in the US - European topband
users seem to accept that this will happen a
couple of times a year during the major
phone contests). The other relates to scoring
in the WPX contests, and especially the fact
that contacts with own country score zero
points. Again, this is an issue mainly for US
hams, as there are many prefix multipliers
available from fellow US hams, and a "rare"
US prefix is likely to be inundated with
zero-point callers.

Many thanks to TGV Software and Cisco
Systems for supporting the CQContest@TGV.COM mailing list for the
past six (!) years. Please direct all questions
about this change to me, not to the CQContest list. Also, please note that I have a
new email address, trey@kkn.net.
Trey, N5KO

NEW BLOOD?
I am finishing this column a couple of days
after returning from the International Festival of Youth Rugby in Edinburgh. The Festival was host to over 6000 young players
from as far afield as South Africa, as well as
from around the United Kingdom. My son's
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ten as part of a CDXC team. I have operated
multis from GU GJ GW and 4UIITU as
well as from G, and it has always been a
great opportunity to learn from other contesters, as well as to have a great time.
CDXC members G4LJF and G3OZF have
hosted some of these efforts, and I know
there are other CDXC members happy to
make their stations available as well. If
there is an interest in pulling together multiop efforts, then I am happy to do what I can
to be a catalyst.
I would also love to receive suggestions as
to topics I might cover here, or ask others to
write about. Examples might include strategy planning for particular contests, hints
and tips on building an effective contest
station using a single tower, or how to plan
a contest DXpedition. I also enjoy the articles in CQ Contest on log analysis - maybe
we could persuade one of the members of
the RSGB Contest Committee to do something similar but from a UK/RSGB contest
perspective.
In terms of content for this section of the
Newsletter, I am particularly interested to
know whether you want to see Contest
Rules and Contest Results here. Ken has
published the rules of many of the major
contests in the past, and most of these stay
the same from one year to the next, so my
own feeling is that a reference back to the
issue of the Newsletter where they have
previously been published should be more
than sufficient. I can always cover significant changes as and when they occur. As for
contest results, I know that not everyone can
afford to, or wishes to subscribe to the many
different publications around the world in
which these results appear. So is there value
in publishing extracts here? If so, which
contests, UK results only, CDXC member
results only, or what? Personally, I subscribe
to NCJ, CQ Contest, CQ and QST as well as
RadCom and the BARTG Newsletter, so
can, if required, pick up results from any of
those sources. For other contests I would

need help from you, the members. For example, I know that DARC publish an excellent results booklet for WAE entrants, but I
don't get to see this as I don't enter the
DARC events. There again, if you enter you
will receive the booklet anyway, so would
there be any value at all in repeating the results in these pages?
ARTIFICIAL AIDS?
I wonder how many of you saw the recent
article on the Sunday Times about the furore
in fishing circles occasioned by the increasing use in fishing competitions of a low-cost
sonar device. This device apparently enables
the fisherman to locate groups of fish, and
therefore to drop his line in the most productive part of the river or lake. Not surprisingly, those using the device have been
achieving greater catches, and those who
continue to use skill, experience and instinct
have been complaining vociferously. This
sounds to me very much like the debates we
have had over the use of PacketCluster and
other such tools in the context of amateur
radio contesting. If fishing competitions
were purely about getting the biggest catch,
then the use of large nets, firecrackers to
bring the fish to the surface, and other such
techniques would be wholly appropriate.
But, though not being a fisherman, I suspect
the total is more a measure of underlying
skill, rather than an end in itself. Similarly,
amateur radio contests were presumably
instituted to measure one operator's skill
against another, and the use of technological
aids may boost the final "score" but makes
the results meaningless in terms of a true
comparison.

The question, as always, is where the line
should be drawn. Fishermen have never, as
far as I know, objected to using new materials for rod and line. So why should the use
of sonar be different in some way. We have
adopted computer logging, automatic CW
and voice keyers, and much else. So why is
Packet or Internet different? And how about
new rigs like the IC-756 with its spectral

seeable future whether or not there is a
Morse test, for the simple reason that it IS a
highly efficient mode, and for very many
amateurs it is great fun. After all, that's why
people use SSB, or AMTOR.

somewhere along the way? And I know I am
not alone in my CW mental block - I would
go as far as to say the majority of people
have a very real difficulty in learning Morse,
although perhaps most would not find it as
much of a problem as I did.

I, personally, do not like CW operating, but
(without wishing to sound at all patronising)
some of my best friends are CW operators.
Some are even 100% CW operators. That's
their kick. I don't force them to use SSB.
They do not have to prove that they are
competent phone operators before being allowed to operate CW, so the opposite
should not be necessary either.

I accept that if you polled all current UK
amateurs, a majority would be opposed to
scrapping the HF Morse requirement, but I
think that majority would be wrong. It is illogical that you don't need to pass a Morse
test to operate E-M-E on CW on 432MHz,
or Aurora on CW on 144MHz, but that you
do need to pass a Morse test to operate SSB
on 14MHz. For the sake of the future of
amateur radio, we must welcome more
newcomers to our hobby. Its a fact that
those who qualify for class B licences lose
interest more quickly than those who are
class A amateurs, so we must encourage
more HF operation. Only by removing what
is seen by many as the single greatest deterrent to getting an HF licence will this happen. CW operation will remain a very important part of amateur radio for the fore-

I apologise if I have offended those members to whom Morse is a great love, that was
not the intention. I guess if I had found it
easy to learn and had become reasonably
competent in Morse, I would be amongst
your ranks. I certainly admire, and am envious of, the skill of top CW operators, but
despite all this I still do not see any logical
reason why it should still be necessary to
pass a Morse test to hold an HF licence.

WELCOME!
The following DXers have recently joined CDXC or renewed their membership. We hope that
they will enjoy being members and that they will participate in CDXC activities: With a large
influx of new members recently, and in some cases details were missing or details were difficult
to read or applications reached me by various routes other than direct, there were unfortunately
several omissions in the last "Welcome" section.
Dave Mann, GOHXN
G3LOJ Tony, York
G3PJK (326) John, Manchester
G3PLP (324), Bob, Otterey St. Mary's
G3XVF (268), Richard, Norwich
G4DJZ (194), Alistair, Peterborough
G4LVQ, Bob, Pudsey
G4VBI (150), Jan, Kingsgate
G6RJ (300+), Arnold, Bedale
GM3CIX, Jimmy, Barrhead
ZC4EE (150), Adrian, Cyprus,

BRS 96639 (203), Wally, Lincoln
BRS 170588, Veronica
GOHGA, Angie, Stevenage
GOPAJ (200) Ted, Lancaster
GOPXJ (110), Pat, Weston-Supermare
GOREE, Dennis, Kent
GOREP (210), Tony, Straford-upon-Avon
G3CCO (270), Dave, Biggleswade
G3GMY (265), Frank, New Barnet
G3IGW, Mike, Halifax.
G3IQF (213), Bob, Marlow

(Countries worked in brackets)
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CHILTERN DX CLUB
NOTICE OF AGM
Under Para. 8 of the CDXC Constitution notice is given of the 1997 Annual General Meeting.
Date: Saturday 5th July 1997
Time: 12 noon
Location: QTH G3NUG (QTHR)
AGENDA

1. Apologies for absence
2. Acceptance of the minutes of the previous AGM (1996)
3. Chairman's Report
4. Secretary's Report
5. Treasurer's Report
6. Election of new Committee
7. Election of Auditor
8. Any other business.

I draw your attention to pars 8(e) Committee nominations and items for any other
business must be notified to the Secretary prior to the commencement of the AGM.
Dave Mann
Secretary CDXC
May 1997
(Ed• The full CDXC Constitution was published in the September, 1996 issue of Newsletter)
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eA9Z C0/1/7FS 7- Pow field, 3,'r7 I am delighted to be asked by the CDXC
Committee to take on this column in place
of Ken GOORH. I have maintained for many
years that CDXC has a role to play in all aspects of competitive HF amateur radio, not
just DXing, and I have been pleased to see
the way Ken has built up the contesting
element in the newsletter in recent years.
Although RadCom now has an excellent
contests column, written by Andy G4PIQ,
there is no general publication in the UK for
contesters, unlike the US which now has
both NCJ (National Contesting Journal) and
CQ Contest. I hope this column goes some
way to filling the middle ground.

contesting will have to take a back seat for
much of the rest of the year.
In any case, serious contest operation is also
a key to DX success. Contesters don't have
the luxury of being able to wait around for
hours to work a rare one, so they optimise
their stations for the best signal, and hone
their operating skills. This usually means
having the most effective antenna systems,
having an instinctive grasp of propagation in
order to catch those fleeting band openings,
and so on. So hopefully many of the insights
you read here will be of value even if you
are not a dedicated contest operator.
However serious you are about contesting, I
would be happy to receive input from you.
The write-up by Steve G4JVG about his experiences in AFS SSB and Bob Whelan's
piece about this year's Commonwealth
Contest are exactly the sort of input I would
hope to receive, as I believe this sort of personal perspective makes fascinating reading.
Those of you who subscribe to the Contests
Reflector on Internet will have see the
regular and excellent write-ups by K3ZO,
ON4UN and others which really bring the
contesting experience to life. But the experience of the "little guns" is just as valuable
as that of the "big guns". More of us are in
the former situation, and it's nice to know
what techniques work and which don't. I
also find it reassuring to know that others
have the same problems as I inevitably do computers which crash mid-contest, antennas which have worked all year but which
go high SWR 30 minutes after the contest
starts, irate neighbours, children who suddenly demand a lift to a friend 30 miles
away. And so on. Contest-related photos are
also of interest, now that Bren is able to
scan and incorporate them in the newsletter.

I guess most of you know a little of my
background, if only through my writings in
this newsletter and elsewhere. My HF interests are broad, and certainly not confined to
contesting, but I do find contesting particularly enjoyable. For those of us with busy
professional and family lives, DX chasing
has to be a long-term activity, with the inevitability that many "counters" will be
missed. But when a contest starts, the
counter goes back to zero and all participants can devote themselves to doing well,
knowing that it will all be behind them in 24
or 48 hours' time.
If time is especially short, there are several
short sprint-like contests in which you can
participate, for example the ROPOCO
(Rotating Post Code) events. The RSGB
I .8MHz contests (4 hours long) are also fast
and furious, as is the annual AFS event (CW
and SSB legs of 4 hours each). At the other
extreme, the marathon events (especially the
CQ World-wide Phone and CW contests)
are an opportunity to really put yourself and
your station to the test. Indeed, many top
contesters book these weekends out in their
diaries year in and year out, and accept that
family and work commitments mean that

Some of my most enjoyable contesting experiences have been in multi-op efforts, of45

the human engineering. 14 would prefer
some simple drawings on installation tips
issues. Also, 10 people feel that recommendations for use of some materials should be
more specific (like the RTV and protective
paints) while 8 expressed their preference
for an optional kit for coastal installations
with improved hardware quality.
* 9 people feel they want stronger and
heavier pigtail wires.

brake stop it. Cushcraft is a great antenna
and would recommend it."

* 5 are willing to see the antenna radiation
lobes for the installation recommendations
from the manual.

"I had the EF140 and used it for 2 years. I
liked it, but replaced it with a 3 element
yagi."

0200 AYPORT-

2. Farce 12: "I have the EFI40S, the SWR

bandwidth better than claimed. Linear
loading wires are brittle and break if bent
more than once. It is lightweight."
"I have had the EF140 for 6 months,

mounted at 40 feet and like it."

DXCC AWARDS
This CDXC Newsletter feature lists all UK HF DXCC participants appearing in QST®, includ-

ing callsigns and their DXCC credits.:
ENDORSEMENTS

NEW MEMBERS

Mixed

288

Phone GOMYC
NEW HR MEMBERS
Mixed
Phone

G4YRR
G4YRR

Phone

325
325

CW
IOM

3. KLM: "I used one for years and it cov-

160M 4XVERTICAL

G3JJG
G4DYO
GWOMOI
G4DY0
GWOMOI
G3JJG
G4YRR

306
341
228
341
228
287
273

ered substantially the whole band."

If you want to see how the PI4COM team
have setup a 1/4 wave vertical for 160 meters look on the following site:

4. HyGain: I received no responses on the

HyGain dipole, however one responded
cited the fact that he had purchased a damaged HyGain 40 meter 2 element Yagi and
had salvaged the driven element from it and
liked how it performed.

hup:/lwww.euronet. nl/users/nodisetup160 . him!

On this site you will find about 25 photo's
(abt. 150Kb each!) which tell the whole
story and which will blow your mind if
you've ever tried erecting a BIG vertical..

One respondent reported he had the HyGain
2 element Yagi, and "If I can hear them, I
can work them." He is taking the antenna
down because he wants to "Clean up" his
antennas. I asked him if he wanted to sell
it... and if so, I will try to purchase that antenna and just use the driven element as a
rotatable dipole until I can put up the entire
beam. I personally like the idea of the HyGain antenna... it can be shortened to run on
30 meters.

(Ed: I tried to download some of the pics for
publication but it can, be done on an individual basis).

ROTARY DIPOLES
Kay, N7KH posted a request on the Internet
for information from anyone using 40 meter
rotatable dipoles. Here are the results of the
survey.
1. Cushcraft: "Used one for 10 years with
70-80 MPH winds, Aluminium held up well.
I I like the antenna."

EASTER ISLAND VIDEO
G4DYO still has a few copies of the video of the XRO
Easter Island/ Salas-yGomez DXpedition by
KKGEK. The price is E15,
inc pp. Please telephone
before sending money to
confirm availability.

"I replaced a KLM which was always coming apart at the seams. KLM could not take
the wind, the bolts and clamps always loosened up. I have had the Cushcraft up for 10
years and like it. A caution, the 40 meter
dipole catches a lot of wind and the torque
destroyed my Ham IV because of not letting
it slow to a stop before letting the rotator
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Sana'a several times, and told authorities
about the operation after it was over. Sana'a
authorities requested that further information be faxed to them, as they did not know
of any such operation. The authorities went
on to say that at the very least, they should
have been advised, and should have approved any operation.

701A
The following was taken from the Internet:
To: DXAC
Fm: K8CH & K5FUV

You may be hearing questions about the recently announced decision of the DXCC
Desk regarding 701A documentation. We
are planning to provide some additional
background on the situation in Yemen in the
"How's DX" column of May QST. In the
meantime, here's some background for you.
Please feel free to share this with ARRL
Members in your Division.

3. (We also received a letter from well respected European who was actually in the
MoC offices in Sana'a at about the time of
the operation. He also requested that we
"check it out.")
4. Bill Kennamer faxed MoC in response to
their request. Bill received the following
reply:

1. We have been following closely developments in Yemen for more than three
years. Several groups have been working
independently in efforts to obtain a ham licence. Most of them have been in contact
with DXCC, informing us of their progress.
All of them have sought avenues for licensing in the north and the south. All of them
have been there several times. All of these
sources agree that administration of Amateur Radio is under the Ministry of Communications (MoC) in Sana'a.

Dear Sir,
Thank you for your fax message of FEB.07,
1997 on the issue of the Amateur Radio Licence NO. 1 from our Aden office.
Please note that the applicant had previously
approached us in the Ministry of Communications-Sana'a and was advised that it is not
possible at this time to issue any licence for
the Amateur Radio as the ministry is still
under the preparation stage for the relevant
regulatory documents & procedures for this
activity.

2. During the operation of 701 A, we received contacts from several of these people, each independently. One of them called
13

Therefore the ministry of communication in
the Republic of Yemen, as the main body
responsible for this activity, till this moment
had never issued an official authorisation
for the RADIO AMATEUR.

Communications, Yemen Telecommunications Corporation. This is as we would expect, since one operation took place within
days of the unification, and the other occurred within two months.

We will let you know when we shall issue
such licenses in due time and to whom the
first licence will be granted.

11.708AA operators were told by the people that issued their licence that theirs was
the first issued. In fact the 70IAA licence
preceded it, and was signed by the same
person.

Please be advised and act accordingly.
Best Regard

12. The seal of the country is different on
the later paperwork.

MINISTRY OF COMMUNICATIONSSANA'A

13. The letters of correspondence from
Aden are on the stationary of the "Ministry
of Communications, Aden Branch". Stationary from the Sana'a office says,
"Ministry of Communications, General Directorate of Telecommunications."

5. An MoC official followed up this fax
with a telephone call to be sure that Bill understood that the licence should never have
been issued, and that we should not consider
it as an acceptable licence.

14. A letter to the DXCC from an Arab
DXer, dated 19 January 1995, contains the
following: "1 was going to get my own per-

6. The union of North Yemen and South
Yemen (aka Aden) has not been entirely
smooth. The administration of both halves
has been united over a period of time.
Some folks in the south have not been entirely happy that the administration now resides in Sana'a.

sonal callsign in the 70 land but the war [in
70] started and after the end, everything
was controlled by the north, and they do not
allow the Ham operation." In his letter he

states that two people are members of a ham
club at the Ministry in Aden. One of them
appears to be the frequency manager of the
MoC. It is strange they do not operate from
a club station at MoC...

7. In 1990, the two countries merged. At
that time all functions were duplicated,
north and south. This is when the two previous licenses were issued--all from Aden.

FRESNO 97

8. In 1991, the country began a 30-month
program to merge all government functions.
Since the conclusion of the civil war in
1994, the MoC is one agency.

Ron Hill, K6UR

Believe it or not, this will be an unbiased
report on (part) of the ARRL Forum held at
the Fresno DX Convention.

9. How does 701A documentation compare
with 7OIAA and 708AA documentation?
The 7OIAA and 708AA licenses are signed
by the same person. However, this is not
the signature on the 701A document.

North and South Yemen Bill Kennamer
gave a slide presentation of the history of
events/politics of North Yemen/4W and
South Yemen/70. Licenses were granted by
the Minister Of Communications (MOC) in
S. Yemen for the 7OIAA and 708AA operations in 1990. These two operations were

10. Both 701 AA and 708AA are issued on
paperwork which is marked over or crossed
out PDRY paperwork for the Ministry of
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observer, not an owner. Talk to others, like
Jim, VK9NS; he takes their antennas everywhere. But ON6TT, now on Heard, loves
the R-7.

ity.
* 19 favourably compare the TH-IIDX
electrical, radiation and mechanical performance to previous owned antennas from
other manufacturers with similar or better
figures claimed in the technical specifications.

10. (VE7TCP) I've had very good luck with
the Butternut HF6 and HF9. They are incredibly broad-banded (when built and installed properly), often giving 30 KHz or
better on 80m.

* 12 were delighted to see the new powerful
balun and hi-power antenna capability. 5 of
them believe that the general lower noise
and static is due to direct grounding of the
balun and to the DC coil connected to the
BN-4000.

They're a bit happier when ground mounted,
and you'll notice them getting a bit sharper
when you move them up in the air. A roof
mount really should have tuned (1/4 wave)
ground radials -- at least three of them.

* 68 were satisfied with the antenna but experienced difficulties in the assembly process (with understanding that such large and
complicated antenna needs extensive assembly and installation works).

TH-11DX - OPINIONS?
Morel, 4XIAD, sent a request on a few
relevant reflectors asking for opinions on
Hy-Gain TH-11DX beam. He received answers from United States (74 ), Europe (4)
Asia (4) and Africa (2). Morel says: "I was

Low points:

quite surprised about the very favourable
opinions from the people who took the time
to answer. Actually, 82 were very satisfied
with the antenna and warmly recommended
to buy one."

It was interesting to see that almost all the
criticism was concentrated on the assembly
concept and instruction manual.
* 56 would clearly prefer colour, numbering
or any other markings for easier and faster
identification of the large number of components.

This beam was described like a real winner
and a very good and effective solution for
those who need a 5-bands beam with reasonable gain, F/B and good SWR. Here are
the opinions:

* 48 were quite exhausted trying to ensure
that the elements are installed on the boom
perfectly parallel and they are feeling that
some kind of pre-drilling of the element to
boom brackets and of the boom, would
greatly reduce the time and the efforts to
measure the inter element spacing and exhaustive alignment and paralleling procedure. 20 of them did not understand why an
antenna of this class doesn't have such facility.

This is a brief summary of the answers:
• 72 declared their satisfaction on general
radiation performance and traffic results
while only four are not so happy with the
front to back ratio.
* 55 were very satisfied by the good SWR
over the 5 bands and only four reported
SWR problems as result of bad assembly
work, improper guy-wires and insufficient
tower height.

• 36 would prefer an improved graphic
presentation and assembly manual while 23
clearly stated that simplified drawings of the
components, component check-list and assembly steps check-list, will greatly improve

* 60 declared their satisfaction over the ruggedness and mechanical construction qual43

tern, within reason.

with the 30 meter add-on. Its works the
world and hears 'em as well. I do have
eight radials, (33 feet each,) which may also
be a factor.
6. (K7SO) Bill Kennamer did a comparison
between the R7 and a Gap Challenger some
time ago in QST. Check it out. I have used
both and they are pretty comparable. I believe he found the Gap better for 40 and the
R7 better on 10M and they were equal on
20. Check out the vertical that Sommer
makes.

You mentioned neighbours and height, the
antenna is 26 feet tall, and I have no immediate neighbours here. I have heard of some
people painting theirs with a flat-black or
olive drab paint.
Lastly, I think I would rather have the Butternut than any other vertical, because the
others all use traps. Also, I have heard users
of R-7's, R-5's having trouble with bad SWR
after a windy day, guess the settings moved.
Another good feature of the Butternut, is
that mounted on the ground, it is very easy
to adjust the coil settings for lowest SWR,
and of course, you don't have to worry about
it falling in an ice storm, because it is already on the ground! Makes it good emergency antenna too, and will keep you on the
air after the dipoles fall.

7. (W6ROY) I've been running an R-5 with
the base at 30 ft on a push-up for a number
of years now. I don't know about the R7000, but the R-5 is certainly easy to tune.
Ground mounting can be done, but if you
are going to ground mount it, my friend
K7VA has a ground-mounted Butternut with
lots of radials, and we do about equally well
at 100W.

I bought the XYL, NM7N, a R-7000 and
used it here myself to work both VKOWH
on Macquarie Island and VKOIR on Heard
Island.

It may boil down to cosmetics for you to
make your decision.
8. (WB4M) I have had the Butternut HF6V
for over 10 yrs now, worked a ton of stations
on it, including VKOIR last night on 40 meters. I use mine mainly for a monitoring
antenna, and will usually switch over to the
tribander for a 10/15/20 meter QSO, but lots
of times just continue on with the Butternut.

9. (NM7M) The R-7000 is built like the
proverbial "brick out-house", mainly in anticipation of using the 80 meter add-on. I
decided against that for the XYL's DXpeditioning as she's just a 135 pound weakling
and cannot handle anything heavier than a
Mosley TA-33 Jr.

I also have a homebrew dipole, sort of a
G5RV, at 50 feet. Compared to the dipole,
the Butternut usually runs a few S-units below the dipole, depending on propagation.

I would say that the profile of the R-7000 is
slim and pleasing, much more so than the R7. but the R-7 tunes better as it has more
segments to deal with. So you pays your
money, etc. I poured 250 watts into the R7000 this morning and worked the VKO; before that, however, I was putting 90 watts
into it and working Europe from here in the
Northwest.

I have mine mounted on the ground, using
no radial wires at all. I also have mine
tuned for lowest SWR in the RTTY portions
of the bands.
I used to have the 160 meter coil, but quit
using it for 2 reasons: it only had a 12kHz
bandwidth (2:1), and secondly, my dog
chewed most of it up. Hi! The antenna is
broadbanded enough to allow moving
around quite a bit, even on 40 and 80 me-

As for the Butternut, some will certainly
speak in its favour but I have seen those
suckers in the wind and they REALLY
BEND OVER. I think the walls of the tubing are too thin but that's the opinion of an
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2. The ARRL is not taking sides on the
subject of JAIBK's QSLing problems between the JA's however, one person stood
up and said JA 1 BK had refused to send him
his cards and he doesn't know why.

approved by the ARRL. I did not write down
the dates of all the events that happened in
Yemen but there was a period over many
months that the two governments consolidated ministries after unification. The MOC
wound up in Sana with a branch established
in Aden.

3. No provisions for keeping a lid on a proposed new counter. Someone can beat you
to a new spot after you have gone to all the
work to get ARRL's approval for a new one.

To make a long story short, ARRL was
contacted to investigate the 701A operation
and came to the conclusion that the MOC in
Sana had not issued a licence but the branch
in Aden had issued a "Licence". ARRL
would not accept the licence issued in Aden.
The ARRL is sticking to the MOC in Sana.
The MOC in Sana says they have no rules or
regulations regarding amateur radio and that
to have patience until they iron out their
problems. ARRL accepted this.

There were other points raised but I was not
taking notes.
The following is from JHIAJT's hand out
on 701A and P5:
1 am very sorry to hear that ARRL recognized 701A as an unauthorized operation. 1
do not understand the reasons ARRL mentioned for it.

At the end of the open forum, Zorro,
JHIAJT stood up and asked the question
about WHO approved the operation from N.
Korea since there are no MOC rules regarding amateur radio yet established in P5.
W6ISQ, the forum moderator, promptly
ended the forum. The crowd roared their
disapproval. Mr. Kennamer did not have to
answer this very good question. (This was
the warmup for Dayton. If they try this same
approach there, I don't think they will get
away with declaring a meeting "closed". I
was surprised by the number of people who
have hard feelings about the ARRL approving the P5 operation. Mr. Kennamer reminded everyone about past operations going back to the 1940's where operations
were approved with very limited contacts.
W6ISQ asked for a show of hands of how
many were bumped off the number one spot
for DXCC and several raised their hands,
including myself.)

We received the licence issued by the Ministry of Communications (MOC) at Aden, and
the licence was signed by H.E. Ahmed Mohammed Nasser, Deputy Minister of Communications.
The licenses of both 7O1 AA and 708AA
were signed by a manager, Anwer Burhan.
There are two names of Yemen people
shown on the QSLs of 708AA, which were
Anwer Burhan and Named Al Attar. Anwer
was the manager who signed the licence
and flamed was the person who worked under him. Homed is the Frequency Manager
now, and supported our operation since
beginning. On the 701A licence, there is a
seal on the authorized signature, which is
same as of the letter head used for the fax
message sent from Sanaa to Bill Kennamer.
Both 701A licence and the fax sent to Bill
were made under the name of "Republic of
Yemen, Ministry of Communications".

Other points covered by the open forum:

If ARRL intends to reject any licence which
is not issued by the highest responsible person of P77' or MOC, even for countries
which have no amateur radio regulation,
same problems might occur on P5,'OH2AM

1. PA3CXC/STO would have to submit
documentation for his last operation because as far as the ARRL was concerned,
there is no STO anymore.
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due to political problems that seem to be
getting worse with wayward submarines,
and politicans taking flight to the South. If
things calm down, maybe sometime next
year but who knows...

XZ1A and other XL, ASIA' and many other
operations. (Many people know that recent
XL were permitted by the Ministry of Hotel
and Tourism.) The license of 701A was, at
least, issued by the Deputy Minister, who
represents MUG at Southern Yemen. I do
not agree with the reasons ARRL stated.

Zorro says that paperwork is coming out of
P5 stating that there was no permission
given by anyone for a "demonstration" of
ham radio. It appears that this thread is not
finished and will continue but will the
ARRL change their minds on this one?

I feel the rejection is harassment. ARRL has
never asked the MUG at Aden. The MUG at
Aden stated clearly that the license of 701A
was 100% authorized, and told me, with
laughing, the Embassy at Tokyo, or the Embassy in America as well, can endorsement
[sic] it. It was, to say, with a "high ranked
seal". The cheered that the MOC authorized
the 701 A operation even though ARRL, an
organization, did not.

Zorro also showed slides on the 701A operation. The thing that catches ones eye
right away is the "decorations" hanging on
the walls: AK47's...
Zorro answered all questions put to him by
the audience except one. It appears there
was a European ham in Sana that checked
with the MOC and then went and got the
ARRL all in a frenzy (whether they wanted
to or not). Zorro was not saying who the
European was.

ARRL lost `frontier spirit", good old
America.
73 and Good DX

Page three: photocopy of 701A license
Page four: photocopy of license signatures,
701AA/708AA/701A.

I am not biased for or against Zorro or anyone else as I'd like to work N. Korea along
with everyone else. People are trying but the
magic operation looks like it will not happen any time soon.

Page five: general photocopy of 708AA
statement of operation and photocopy of
707AA QSL naming operators who head
MOC in Aden.

UK DXCC PARTICIPANTS 1996
Alan Jubb, G3PMR

Page six: photocopy of 701A QSL card
which will be mailed shortly.

In the September 1996 CDXC Newsletter, I
explained that as part of our Marketing initiative to attract additional `G' DXers to join
CDXC, we would be targeting all 1995 `G'
participants of DXCC who were nonmembers. We used the 1995 DXCC Yearbook to provide the data, and I provided an
analysis of the numbers of CDXC and nonCDXC members participating.

Zorro, .1111AJT gave his first presentation in
a small room next to the larger forum room.
Zorro gave a short slide show of his trip into
N. Korea. Zorro stated he was sending food
into P5 until he found out that 80% was
going to the military so he had it stopped.
Several slides showed ham gear set up on a
desk. There are several transceivers/amps/R5 verticals in P5 ready to go.
Zorro was hoping for a September, 1997
operation but now he is not so optimistic

The DXCC Yearbook lists all amateurs who
are on the Honor Roll, or who have updated
their DXCC score during the year OctoberSeptember.
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44777-474/Af
WITH radials. I would not get the counterpoise add on which sort of eliminates radials. No vertical works at all well with no
radials.

VERTICALS
Those contemplating the installation of a
commercial multiband vertical antenna may
be interested in the comments which Cedric
Johnson, N9YXA, received in response to a
query on the Internet about such antenas:

I know people who have R7000 verticals
and they like them. They use a counterpoise
and apparently do very well. I also know
people who use a Hygain DX 77 which does
not have any 80 meter capability unless you
buy the add on and then it is called the DX
88. Everyone I know really likes the DX77
and they seem to have good luck with it.

1. (DL6MHW) If you have the chance to
install a good radial system (3 or 4 radials
for each band) I suggest you to use a Butternut HF9. This is a real QuarterwaveGroundplane whereas the R7 or R7000 are
shortened vertical dipoles (and they don't
need a radial system). This means that a 8 m
tall Butternut on 40 m has 80 percent of its
necessary length whereas an 8 m 87000 has
only 40 percent of the necessary length. This
means the effectiveness of the R7000 is
really lower. However, if you prefer the
higher band and if you use the R7000 only
as compromise antenna on 40 and 80 you
can have a lot of fun.

Of the three I would get either the DX77 if
you cannot find room for radials or the
Butternut if you can deal with radials.
Properly put together I believe that the Butternut is going to be the better performer but
you can find a lot of folks who will disagree
with me.
3. (KIER) If you're worried about the
neighbours, you probably can't put down a
proper set of radial so no vertical will work
well. The most trouble free vertical is the
Hy-Tower by Hy-Gain. The best vertical
with no radials is the R-7 or if you don't
want WARC the R-5. If you want the low
bands (160 m) you might consider a
Gladiator with the short radials. If you can't
install a good set of radials, get the R-7.

I worked the VKOIR DXpedition using my
Butternut and 500 Watts calling about 20
minutes. I used the antenna also for DXpeditions (9M8MH and planned C6-activity)
and IOTA-Contest-Expedition (GM/
DL6MHW on EU 009; Top World in SSB in
1996).
2. (KS6Z) I am a Butternut fan and have
used one since about 1981. Probably the
best one for the average operator is the HV6
which is good on 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 80 meters.

4. (W8EB) If you can lay out some radials
and want to get on 75 meters well, then the
Butternut vertical is the best bet, but if you
can't and are not that concerned about the
broad bandedness for 75 and if you can
mount the R-7000 about 10 ft off the ground
then that is the antenna.

To be honest it is like all shortened verticals,
it doesn't make you gasp with delight when
running on 80 meters. The rest of the bands
are all very good if you consider the alternative of a low dipole.

I have the R-7000 that I take to St. Maarten
each year and it does a very good job.

My suggestion is to use a Radio Shack
Chimney mount and put it above ground

5. (N2CKZ) I've used the Butternut IIF-2V
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HASPP DXPEDITIONS
From the DX Reflector:

With permission from Zoli, I announce the
following:
He will be stationed in Aden, Yemen from
May for a longer period of time, probably a
year or so. He is going to operate from
Aden, and he will do his best to make his
license approved and confirmed by the
authorities in Sanaa. I just would like to
remind you that he has been successful in
securing a license in Vietnam (3W8DX) and
Laos (XW8DX) when it was extremely difficult, so KYFC. His call sign will be published later. He is planning to come on the
air in late June.
From Aden he is going to make several
"side trips" to other countries, and of course
the list of countries does include E3, T5, ST,
STO and J2 as well.
At present he has an FT-757GX II, but he
would very much like a better rig, probably
with a built-in power supply. If anyone is
interested in donating or even lending him a
rig, please contact me. Zoli's EMail address
(HASPP@hotmail.com ) does not work for
some reason, but it is being checked and as
soon as it works, all mail should go to him
directly. Anico Ltd. (HAOMM & Co.) donated a multiband vertical to him, and at
present this seems to be satisfactory. If there
is a chance for a better antenna, a three element tribander and special low-band antennas will be shipped.
To those who offered RTTY equipment for
loan, Zoli is not familiar with RTTY at all,
but I will furnish him the necessary software
(CT-WF1B style) so by the time he gets
there, he will operate RTTY and possibly
other digimodes as well.
73 es DX to all, Steve HAODU

PIRATE
OHO/OZIWF is a pirate. The real OZ1VVF
has not been active on HF for years and he
called OZILO recently on the phone to say
that he had received a lot of direct QSLs for
this operation. They agreed that he will send
the cards back. It's probably the same slim
who works as OZIFG/... or OX3GL.
OZIFG is not issued and OX3GL has been
back in OZ many years. The slim often operate on 80 and 160m.

DXPEDITIONER NEEDED...
The Date Line DX Association is in the final planning stages of an operation to North
Cook scheduled for 20-27 September, 1997.
This operation will be with the same goals
of its last operation, AL7EIJKH9 Wake Island, that being priority to low bands and
East Coast North America and EU. North
Cook is currently ranked number 85 in the
recent ARRL DXCC Most Wanted 100 and
is ranked in the mid 20s overall in Europe.
Three radios will be operated with 1 of
those specifically for RTTY where it is
number 46 overall on RTTY. Numerous
sponsors are providing equipment.
Current operators are N7RO, N4RF(ex
AB4AE), WA4YBV, KI6AN and K8XP(ex
AL7EL).
We are solicitating for an additional operator, specifically someone who is a Medical
Doctor or one with equal professional
qualifications.
Anyone interested can contact Tom, K8XP
at the address below for additional information.
K4TSJ@juno.com

COXO77/EUATIE740/4V
/1fOXgOUP

In 1995, I reported that CDXC members
constituted 38% of `G' stations listed, and
speculated that a 50% level was within
reach.
Our targeted membership drive was more
successful than we could have dared to have
hoped - about 30% of those targeted joined
CDXC.

Here is a breakdown of total `G' participants by mode/band:
Mode/Band

Members

Nom

Leading `G'

SSB

84 G3AAE,
GW3AHN (376)
51 GW3AHN (373)

CW

32 G3KMA (336)

Mixed

I have performed a similar analysis of the
1996 DXCC Yearbook, and am very pleased
to report that CDXC members now account
for 46.5% of `G' participants, so we have
nearly reached the 50% mark. Here's a
summary of the analysis:

No.

RTTY

5 G4BWP (257)

160

5 G3XTT (196)

80

6 G4BWP (284)

Total

C DX
C %

40

10 G4BWP (321)

10

6 G3XTT (321)

members
1995

122

196

318

38

1996

53

61

114

46.5

Congratulations to all. Note that G4BWP
and GW3AHN are not CDXC members.
Note also that only one of the `G' RTTY
entries is a CDXC member.

One of the significant things you will notice
is that the numbers for 1996 are well down
on 1995. I'm not sure of the reason for this
apparent decline of interest, but a contributory factor may well be that the RSGB HF
Convention, at which many `G' stations
now take their QSLs for validation, was this
year held in October, i.e. later than the 30 th

RE/Iff/efte..
Septmbrdalinfocusthe

1996 statistics. If that is the case, we can
expect a significant rise in entries in 1997,
with both the October '96 and September
'97 conventions falling in the one DXCC
year.
However, while that may be part of the
story, it's not the whole picture, as the total
number of participants world-wide was also
down, but not in such a dramatic way, from
7,670 to 6,613.
Of the 61 `G' non members, 31 were not in
the 1995 listings, so we shall be targeting
them in due course. If we achieve the same
conversion ratio as last year, we can expect
around ten new members.

CDXC was founded by a group of keen
DXers with the primary purpose of getting
those members on to the DXCC Honor Roll
through schemes of mutual assistance. OK,
now we have the PacketCluster to keep everyone informed, but there is no substitute for
personal contact to pass information. If you
receive information on upcoming operations
which may be of interest to DXing friends
DO NOT assume that they will automatically know. Call them and tell them. You
could be forever in their debt!
Let's get as many G DXers as possible on to
the ARRL DXCC Honor Roll

EIPPORT
COAV

cfli/t C0/61/11# gad reeadee, AeS32525
It is not widely known that a simple comment on the SWL's card that "the QSO details are correct" will also suffice for Award
or new band country chasers. Of course, a
return QSL is better but if its the difference
between a comment or no card at all, then a
comment is by far the better option!

REPLYING TO SWL REPORTS
With a captive audience of avid DXers and
contesters, perhaps I will be preaching to the
converted! However, a few pointers as to
how to reply to SWL reports might not be
totally amiss.
The important element is that if the report
corresponds to the station heard's log details, the SWL ought to receive a QSL in
return. Admittedly, some are not worth the
card they are written on, and most emanate
from Europe, which if you are in Europe
trying to make DX contacts on HF, is not
terribly useful. But there are exceptions to
this generally held view - your station could
be running QRP, you could be evaluating a
new antenna system, having transmitter
problems, or simply not getting a reply to
CQ calls over a period of time. In these circumstances, receiving an SWL report might
be of some use. Also, reports on Low Band
activity are more worthwhile. Not everyone
has high power, a foursquare, phased verticals or a high dipole or sloper. The fact that
your signals were heard in YO while you
were working a GW on 3.5MHz running
100w to a dipole at 20' would therefore be
of interest. A great many SWL cards are
sent in response to the fact that the SWL
collects Awards, such as DXLCA (the SWL
equivalent of DXCC), or simply likes to
collect band countries, DXpedition QSL's,
etc. The reason for sending cards is limitless!

I have seen over 400 SWL cards in my capacity as the SWL QSL Manager for
9H3AM, 4S7VLG, 4SOUK, 4S7DGG,
C56DX, C56/GOMRF, ZC4DX and ZC4EPI
(the last two for late October/early November 1995 only). I have to say that most present sufficient information to enable a QSL
to be sent. Those that get the callsign
wrong, don't include at least one station
worked or get the time or date wrong, do not
get a QSL card in reply. Those who QSL
direct, but without return postage, go back
via the bureau. So, almost 100% get the
QSL they so desired.
If any DX amateur or contest/DXpedition
group would like their SWL cards answered,
here is a volunteer. It is not a profitable
pastime, but if it takes away some of the
chore of answering SWL reports, then I'm
offering to help. The aim of the offer is to
ensure that I can do my part in seeing that
the SWL receives replies to his cards. You
provide your log on disk and the QSL cards
and I will do the rest.

,---..----.---..

....... 1 ....

To reply to an SWL report simply requires
the "6 box format" to be used in exactly the
same way as when you QSL a licensed
amateur, except that in the "Mode" box, the
acceptable change is "1 xSSB" or "IxCW",
and in the "Report" box simply write "Tnx"
or leave it blank. Comments such as "Good
luck with your DXing", "Tnx useful report",
"First SWL report ever" or "Hope to meet
you on the air one day" are all additions
which give the SWL a little encouragement.

in the celebrations.

the US, and has had favorable discussions
with the Coast Guard, and other necessary
agencies. He has done many other expeditions (he owns property on Monserrat) and
can handle pileups quite well.

The newly founded Association of Tunisian
Radio Amateurs (ASTRA) is heading for
IARU membership. This will be most
probably accomplished at the "Ham Radio
1997" fair in Friedrichshafen/Germany in
June.

(Ed• This one may be more dcult to pull
off than Art thinks as authorities other than
the USCG are involved and some aren't
easy to convince about the need for a ham
operation. Fingers crossed)

Guest operations from 3V8BB may only be
authorized by the DARC foreign department after written applications. The DARC
coordinates the dates of operation. (7'nx

SV8 GREECE Phil Whitchurch will be
active as SV8/G3SWH from Mykonos island (IOTA EU-067) from 13-20 June, CW
only. QSL to his home call.

Mustapha, DLIBDF).
9G GHANA Between 7-17th March, Andy,
G4ZVJ made 5234 CW QS0s from Accra,
Ghana, using the call 9G5VJ, including over
900 QS0s in the 60th RSGB Commonwealth Contest. Special thanks to Ralph,
9G1RQ and the Ghanaian Amateur Radio
Society for their kind hospitality and assistance. Thanks also to Roger, G3SXW for his
advice and encouragement.

SPECIAL OZ EVENT
Denmark consists of Jylland and a lot of islands, where Sjaelland and Fyn are the
greatest. These two islands are departed of
Store Baelt (Great Belt). For over 150 years
it has been planning to built a bridge between the two islands. So now here it is almost.

CY9AA Due to "special circumstances" the
DXpedition has been re-scheduled for June
26-July 3rd.

One of the greatest bridge/tunnel constructions in the world will be opened for railway
traffic June 1, 1997. In order to mark this
day Danish railway-radioamateurs will be
active with radostations on the Store Baelt.
The call-signs will be OZ2DSB, OZ3DSB,
OZ5DSB, OZ6DSB, OZ8DSB and
OZ4DSB/GB. The last one will be situated
on the bridge.

HF1, POLAND. There will be a special
event station be active from the city of
Gdansk on Polish Baltic Coast which will
celebrate its 1000 years birthday. For this
occasion there is a special callsign issued,
HFIGD, which will be active from now
until December 31st. The station will operate on all HF bands. QSL cards via
SP2BIK. (Tnx OPDX Bulletin)

The stations will be active June 1, from
0800 to 1600 UTC. The HF frequencies will
be 3.700, 7,060 and 14.335 Mhz.
3 QSL-cards will be issued. One of them
will be in watercolour showing a freight
train leaving the tunnel. QSLs will be send
to all. If you want a direct QSL or further
information please contact:

--•

'

KH7 KURE ISLAND Art, N2NB expects
to be operating from Kure from May 17 to
May 23, 1997. It's a one-man show at this
point. Equipment is an IC-741, a Centaur
amp, and an HF9VX vertical for 160-10
meters. He will try to set the antenna at the
water edge if possible. The expected callsign will be close to KH7K/N2NB. QSLs to
NW8F.

Oluf Krog, OZ410 President for FIRAC/OZ,
Brinken 5,
DK 8260 Viby Jylland,
Denmark

Leading SWL Peter Rayer, G-13038

Art is an employee of a Federal Agency of
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DXCC - NO MORE
MR NICE GUY
Mike Parker, G4IUF

The following should appeal to those with a
weird sense of humour, and I guess that
must include me, because I can now see the
funny side of it, though at the time I didn't.
It all started when Pratas was voted "non
DXCC" because of supposed rocks between
it and the Taiwanese mainland. This didn't
seem to agree with the maps I had seen
when working with the RAF in the area in
the late 60's - early 70s so I wrote to the Naval Hydrographic Office and also consulted
sources with access to satellite information
on the area. Neither gave any evidence of
rocks. I wrote several letters to the DXAC
informing them of this.
Meanwhile I had worked Pratas in Mar 94 a rock solid QSO, with full consigns and reports both ways, and had the QSL card, (no,
I didn't send a $50 donation, just 2 x IRCs).
What had I to worry about? I was atop
Honor Roll and had both Pratas and Scarborough confirmed if they were added.
In the fullness of time both were added to
the DXCC Countries List, and I waited to
submit the cards. Then the announcement
was made that there had been "QSL irregularities" by the operators and all cards had
to be sent to KU9C for checking against the
logs. Lo and behold my callsign was either
not in the log, or was one of the illegible
ones. Now I don't for one moment suspect
that rocking the boat could be the cause of a
rock solid QSO being missed from the logs;
however the thing that sickens me is that I
didn't bother to work the subsequent
DXpeditions to Pratas because I had worked
it and had it confirmed, or so I thought, and
I only heard them on 20 SSB which was the
band/mode I had confirmed.
Since I was first licensed I have never made
repeat QSOs with the rarer DXCC counters

on the same band/mode on the basis that by
so doing I was depriving someone else of
the chance of working a new one. Well I'm
afraid that has now gone out of the window,
and you'll hear me in more pile ups from
now on. If the cards for one DXCC counter
can be recalled, why not another, for instance Burma, or Bhutan, or even Jersey?
The new rule seems to be, "nothing is worth
the paper it is printed on, and that official
national society stamp by the signature
means nothing".
Ed: Yes, 1 really sympathise with Mike. I,
too, used to share his views and guys that
kept working the DX over and over niggled
me. However, I eventually asked myself the
question "Why am I a radio ham?". The answer was that I enjoy communicating, especially with rare countries and, even more
so, with rare islands. Does a prize-winning
photographer throw his camera away when
he wins a prize? No! Did Damon Hill go
into retirement the day he won the World
Championship? No! At my shooting club the
same guys win the prizes year in, year out
and nobody objects. Fact is that those people are prepared to put in the lime, effort
and dedication to their chosen sport to stay
ahead of the competition.
Because you have worked a particular
"rare one" is no cause not to work it again
in the future. It doesn't just apply to rare
countries... when I was first licensed 1 used
to spend hours every day working ZL. Some
years later 1 worked a G on 80m and he
complained bitterly that I had stopped him
making his first QSO with ZL because I kept
"hogging" them! Enjoy your DXing any
way you want to!

DX NEWS SNIPPETS
3V TUNISIA Tunisia is commemorating 40
years of independence during the period of
April 10 to May 10, 1997. On this occasion,
a special station will be on the air: TS40A.
Delegations from various amateur radio
clubs including the DARC will participate

fit/f/e4Z

TOP/Cs
CALLBOOK CHANGES..

CDXC AND
RSGB HF & IOTA CONVENTION

'I he printed version of the Radio Amateur
Callbook has been. It will be available only
via CD-ROM starting with the Spring 1997
edition.

The RSGB International HF and IOTA Convention at Windsor is the most important
convention in the UK for DXers. It is still
several months away, but planning goes on
the whole year. For 1997, the CDXC
committee is planning a display of members' achievements - with your help. We
need photographs of you and your station,
your antennas, DXpeditions you have been
on, contest operations etc. In fact, anything
which illustrates I-IF DXing to other amateurs. Those members who have won CDXC
or CQ contest plaques, IOTA plaques or are
on Honor Roll - please let us have photographs of you with your plaques or certificates. And let us know any contest successes
you have had in the last couple of years.

A special "Collectors Edition" of the few
remaining 1997 paper versions in inventory
will be made available through distributors.
The end of another era.
73...Carl KM1H

RADIO AMATEURS
Alan, GM4VGU

Please don't take us all for mugs
Who sit with cans upon our lugs
In corners, cubby holes or places spare
In the shed, the loft or 'neath the stair
In silence and with concentration
We listen with anticipation
With a "sshhh" and twiddle of a knob
"DON'T DISTURB" signs for the mob
To others it is quite perplexing
This art of truly great DXing
Cups of cold tea lying there
Just about to tear our hair
When suddenly, with shoulders poised
There he is beneath the noise
A quick tweak of the dial or two
And, swoop, we've got him - Great! Yahoo!
Headphones off, grins ear to ear
We are the best, never fear
A short jig up around the place
And we are back again with the human race!

I have agreed to compile the photographs
for the display, so please send all material to
me: Steve Telenius-Lowe, 27 Hertford
Road, Stevenage, Hens SG2 8RZ. Your
material will be returned after the convention. Thanks in advance.

DO YOU NEED CW PRACTICE?
If your dots and dashes are ending up as
dashes and dots Herb, GOWAZ suggests a
few hours each day sending this piece,
which was taken from "OZ" - the Danish
"RadCom"
"The sixteen kneeling greenkeepers ceased
weeding to say shes been seen sweeping
greenflies from the sheets beside the beehive where the busily buzzing bees followed
the Queen bee in her breeding flight under
the watchful eyes of seventeen beekeepers
standing knee deep in weeds"

(Tnx GMOEGI)

G4DYO WORKS HALE-BOPPI
It was early on 1 April, before sun up, that I
decided to view the Hale-Bopp Comet. It
was an incredible sight in the NE sky and
some quite spectacular pictures were ob-

(Ed: There is an answer to this - it's pronounced something like "llurrgghhh! ")
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tained, even with my cheapo camera set-up.

with just the amount of time I could put in
being the issue. Highlights included VKOIR,
PYOTI, breaking through pile ups, all those
"You're a good signal for a mobile" remarks and, more importantly, a solar minimum.

Having used up a roll of film the thought
struck me that perhaps I could "fire" some
RF at the Comet head to see if there was any
reaction. After all, there had been plenty of
rumours that this Comet had been influenced by intelligent commands during recent months and there was even a suggestion that it was accompanied by a large UFO
(some people even committed suicide in this
belief!).

Reaction to extremely strong G4DYO RF

Whilst firing up my brand new Road and
Schmaltz 20KW "Super Megatron" amplifier - it takes about six minutes for the 240V
100A heaters to reach a comfortable operating temperature (maximum smoke!) - I
turned the 12-element 20m Quad towards
the NE. Retrieving my Kenwood from the
kitchen, (where Ruth had been using it to
make some dough), I found a quiet spot
around 14260 and pushed the key down..
The shack window faces NE so I was able to
watch the Comet throughout. Imagine my
amazement at the reaction to my RF

Comet turns tail and runs!

GMDX GROUP
The latest issue of the GMDX Group Digest
included the latest membership list showing
that there are now over 100 members of the
group. Although many are based, quite understandably, in Scotland, there are members throughout the UK and overseas too. A
feature of GMDX are the regular meetings
which take place in Dunblane.

Following the first transmission the Comet
lost most of it's brightness. After a few seconds it returned to normal but, after the
third transmission it had plainly had enough
- it turned tail and fled!
OK, you don't have to believe it but here is
the photograhic evidence, so there! I am
truly confident that a QSL card will come
winging my way when the Comet returns
around 1 April, 4332...

The GMDX Group will use the special callsign GM7Z during the major contests
throughout 1997. QSLs for contacts with
this special call go via GMOKWL
For further information about group membership and activities please contact:
Rob Ferguson, GM3YTS,
24 Braemar Avenue,
Dunblane,
Perthshire FK16 9ED
Rob is also available on Email at:

View before "contact"

car boot (in-line crimps) for boot mounted
operation 40 & 80m bands.
RF feedback was a problem in the early
days but, after the above additional earth
measures to my Rover 418 Diesel and ferrite's on the DC supply lead, those reports of
"nice audio" started to return.

I admit it got a little lonely 7 months ago,
stuck at a count of 85, but a holiday to New
Zealand (with rig etc.) proved life does exist
over the DX horizon, and rekindled the
flame! Many thanks to all those who, without knowing it, contributed and of course
those who I worked, a with a smile for those
who got away!

Where & when did I operate from? Just
down the road from my works QTH - nr
Heathrow Airport, especially whilst Heard
Island was active - not the best stress release
tool! Windsor Great Park offers a good horizon, it's scenic but car ignition static is a
minor irritation - avoid the horse racing at
Ascot! The odd business trip with stops off
for lunch broke the day up well, otherwise
weekend operation dictated by busy work
load.

A little technology - OH2BUA Web cluster
helped me maximise the time out in the car
but, to be honest, without technology where
would the TX/RX and car be? At the lowest
times would tin cans on string have been
more successful from a push bike? On technology, I used it and it was appreciated.

For operations in GW, GM, F, ON, PA and
ZL I used the same equipment, but a different car in ZL! These trips provided a useful
source of countries worked. It was very annoying working GD from GW as I had never
worked it from G-land. A similar feeling to
C21 from ZL (but these are not included in
my current total of 104 DXCC countries
worked.)

I employed Miniprop, KC2X solar data,
DX-1S Email reflector, OH2BUA, DX spots
(no amateur packet radio I'm afraid to say),
RSGB RadCom HF news and computer
Logging/DXCC records on a trusty 3/25 lap
top with wireless Email access provided by
my works QTH. (Ed: What, no DX News

Sheet?)

Where are the QSL cards? - I guess stuck in
shacks, bureaux, post offices, managers
piles and the odd 29% in my collection. As
the country count increased, an Excel
spread-sheet provided a running total. Time
spent operating was the limitation, which
was frustrating at times, working new countries from a holiday retreat as GW4VJM/P
an added distraction in the summer. As 50
approached a serious attempt on QSL'ing
started and a specific /M card was printed,
so at least the recipient can show off he
worked a Mobile with next to no sun spots.

Equipment used:- Yaesu FT900AT, ProAm
single band mobile antenna covering all
major bands from 80 through to 10m, PHF17 magnetic mount, prime position the centre of the roof. The radio doesn't stay in my
car; I decided it was too much to lose to a
non believer, hence a few additional arrangements were needed to optimise performance. Additional earth bonding within
the car as follows: a second battery -ve to
chassis lead connected to the side panel,
engine block to chassis remade, radio linked
to the floor panel via 10A 2 pin plug/socket
arrangement, boot panel to main car shell
via a short link from mag mount to inside

There's still plenty to work; I can aim for
200, maybe even CW, and offer a few
choice locations to all those in need.

gm3yts@compuserve,com

zo
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ZL8 next to impossible
ZL9 next to impossible
BS9: are there 160 meters antennas as small
as this "country"???
For 90% of these countries we need a super
day (conditions-wise) and a super operation
(station like at VKOIR, with high power and
a good vertical IN the salt water...)

TOPLIST

Antenna...
The most SSB activity was with US Stations
during the WPX contest (677 Qs). During
the contest it was impossible to run EU.
Also S & P was very difficult. Outside the
contest we made 200 odd SSB QSOs. However, more than 50 percent of the QSOs
were with Europe and this number is higher
on the low bands...

The Top List Award is available to the DXers who have worked at least 1000 band-countries,
using all the available bands, between 10 and 160 meters, WARC bands included. Only DXCC
countries can be counted, deleted excluded. It is necessary to send only the total number of
countries confirmed on each. You have to declare that all the corresponding cards have been received, and the Award Manager can ask to check every single card. For more information apply
to: Top Award Manager c/o A.R.I. via Scarlatti 31 20124 Milano.
Here are the first 50 places in the the April, 1997 Top List:
POS CALL

BAHAMAS DXPEDITION
Andrea, DL3ABL & Michael, DL6MHW

We just returned from The Bahamas and
here are the brief results of our DX-oriented
vacation from 24 March until 4 April.
We started the QSOs with the callsigns
C6A/DL6MHW and C6A/DL3ABL on late
Monday evening. After a request to
BATELCO we received the temporary callsigns C6AJQ (DL6MHW) and C6AJR
(DL3ABL) on Thursday.
We operated with IC706 (100 Watts) and
dipoles for 15m, 17m, 20m and 40m. We
used a long wire windom for 80m, 40m and
30m. Unfortunately, the planned main antenna, a Butternut HF9, which we ordered
from Ham Radio Outlet to our Hotel in New
York did not arrive. Therefore, we used the
home-made radials for the Butternut to
build some dipoles. However, existing trees
and buildings around our accommodation
support only dipoles with extremely bad
radiation to JA but not too bad to Europe.
Despite the bad conditions and the limited
equipment most of the QSOs were in CW.
40m and 80rn too performed very good to
Europe. We used the Bahamian sunset (23
UTC to 1 UTC) to run 40m and the European sunrise (0400 UTC 5300 UTC) to run
80m. The last two days brought good runs
on 30m during our afternoon (21 UTC to 23
UTC). The morning (13 UTC until 20 UTC)
was very poor on 20m, 17m and 15m...
probably a result of the missing Butternut

Thanks to everyone who called us during
our C6A activity. If you have any comment
which can help us to improve our operation
skills for the next DXpedition don't hesitate
to write a Email or to add a comment to
your QSL. QSL please via DL3ABL, Bureau
or direct to:
Andrea Diekmann
Bruno-Taut-Ring 56
39130 Magdeburg
GERMANY

DX IS - 23 MONTHS /NI
Nigel Ludlow, G4VJM/M

Unable to operate from the home Q'TH I set
out on a difficult trail. In 78 days of operation, averaging an estimated 3 hours each
operational day, I logged 280 QSO's.
Saturday 25th January - a normal day to
most folks. My DXCC count was 99 come
the evening, I'd sat myself in front of the TV
and opened a tin, safe in the knowledge the
next new country would wait for another
day. I remembered my new logging software
was still in its box, proceeded to loaded the
registered version and ran a DXCC update.
100! How come? May be the tin was an export or even I had been dreaming, hearing
Heard and not working them. Belarus had
past me by, working the 100th country had
been and gone, no champagne!
At first it was not a serious attempt, more an
attempt to be QRV. As a few months passed
by, 100 countries was a strong possibility,
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DATE
13/02/97
26/03/97
18/01/97
02/03/97
26/03/97
06/02/97
14/01/97
23/08/96
13/02/97
06/02/97
28/02/97
13/02/97
12/04/96
13/02/97
26/02/97
08/03/97
02/03/97
15/12/96
13/02/97
14/01/97
01/03/97
13/02/97
03/10/96
18/02/97
13/02/97
17/01/97
03/06/96
02/03/97
03/12/96
30/12/96
04/03/97
08/12/96
14/07/96
03/05/96
10/03/95
03/05/96
03/05/96
03/05/96
03/05/96
13/05/96
14/01/97
29/07/96
25/03/96
21/11/96
05/02/97
18/10/96
03/10/96
14/03/97
28/03/97
09/03/96

PROW/IT/OW
THE NCDXF/IARU BEACONS
Stan Huntting, KFOIA
One of the most enduring laws of DX states
that there are at least two possible explanations for an apparently dead band: 1) propagation is poor, or 2) no one is transmitting.
The NCDXF/IARU International Beacon
Network addresses the second of these possibilities by insuring that reliable signals are
always on the air, around the clock, from
fixed locations world-wide. Each beacon
uses identical equipment, including identical, omni-directional antennas. These beacons, sharing fixed frequencies at coordinated time slots, offer a powerful tool
for evaluating propagation on the DX bands.
When complete, the network will consist of
eighteen CW beacons in a time division
multiplexed network, sharing a single frequency on each of the five amateur bands:
20m through 10m. The frequencies are
shown in the Beacon Clock Frequency display. Each beacon transmits in a predefined
ten-second window, repeating every three
minutes. The schedule for each band is offset ten seconds from the next lower frequency band. Each ten-second transmission
begins with the beacon's callsign followed
by four, one-second dashes at 100, 10, 1 and
0.1 watts - four diminishing signals at precisely 10 dB power intervals.
Some of the eighteen beacons are not onthe-air on all five frequencies, others are not
yet on-the-air at all. Beacons/bands that are
reported by the NCDXF not to be transmitting are displayed in grey typeface. For more

detail and current information on the status
of the NCDXF/IARU International Beacon
Network, visit the NCDXF/IARU web page:
http:,;'www.ncdxforg beacon.htin
OK, so the NCDXF/IARU have established
a bunch of beacons out there - somewhere each transmitting for ten seconds every
three minutes on five different frequencies,
that we can use to find band openings. But,
how do we keep track of who is transmitting
when and where to point the beam to listen
for the next beacon? That's where BeaconClock comes in - BeaconClock answers the
age-old question: "Who's on first?"
BeaconClock displays a real-time list of the
next five beacons scheduled to transmit on
the selected band and updates this list every
ten seconds as the transmitting station
changes. Information displayed for each
station includes the callsign, short-path and
long path beam headings and short path
distance in Kilometres. Information for the
currently transmitting beacon is highlighted
at the top of the list. Armed with this information, a quantitative survey of possible DX
paths on each of the five bands takes just a
few minutes.
But enough of this - you can discover the
rest on your own. BeaconClock is
FREEWARE program for DXers with Windows95 and you can download it directly
from KaWin Home Page, at
hup://www.mutadv.com/kawin
(Ed:Also see article "KAWIN NEWS" by
Stan on page 29 of this issue.
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to try to collect the data from the guys that
have at least 250 countries? If the idea is
supported by enough enthusiasts, I am willing to collect the data and publish it as it becomes available.

2. YI: ????
3. AP: why do we never see an expedition
from there?
S.America:

At this time, here is my list, and comments.
Your comments would be much appreciated.

CEOX easy
HKOM easy
VP8S difficult

Africa:

It's time these were visited again. I thought I
worked the HKOM? expedition some years
ago, but was "not in log". We did not have
log servers then..

3B6 easy
3B9 easy
3C0 easy
3X easy
D6 easy
E3 easy
FH easy
FR/G easy
FR/J easy
FR/T easy
FT8W relatively easy
FT8X relatively easy
XT easy

Pacific:

5W next to impossible
A3 next to impossible
BS7 easy
BV9 easy (if small enough antenna
exists?)
FO vy diff
FW next to impossible
H4 vy diff
vy diff
KI-12 vy diff
KH3 vy diff
KH4 vy diff
KH5 vy diff
KH5K vy diff
KH7 vy diff
KH9 vy diff
T2 next to impossible
T30 next to impossible
T31 next to impossible
T32 next to impossible
T33 next to impossible
V6 difficult
VKOM difficult
VK9M difficult
VK9W difficult
DUN next to impossible
ZK/S next to impossible
ZIC2 next to impossible
ZK3 next to impossible
ZL7 next to impossible

1. A DXpedition covering 3B6, 3B9, D6 and
FH should be very attractive, I assume, for
most top•banders..
2. More to the South the FT's and the FR7
(G, J, T) must be in high demand, and a
choice target for two expeditions.
3. Why have I never heard of a 3X, 3C0 and
XT (all West Africa)???
4. I worked E3, but ARRL refused to accept
DK7PE's operation from there...
Asia:

70 easy
AP easy
JD/M difficult
VU7L real easy
YI easy
1. 70: let's hope next time DJ9ZB will have
a 160m antenna as well (keep fingers
crossed)
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XEICI, Nellie; VKGABS, Bob; N7RO,
Dick; W4MWT, Jim; N4BQD, George;
WSGAI Skip; WV1R, Brian; I2LXA, Nico;
AA7AV, Bill.

DO IT AGAIN???

There is a Scottish saying "the best laid
schemes of mice and men gang aft aglee"

(gang aft aglee = often go wrong) but not in
my wildest dreams could the situation be
foreseen - a Customs Agent with absolutely
no interest in acting honestly on behalf of
HIDXA. However it also showed that for all
the bureaucracy in India the system is in
place. e.g. The Customs Appeal was dealt
with promptly and with great courtesy. They
actually me the Appeal Decision and
also sent the original by registered air mail
to HIDXA.

Special thanks are due to Alan, VK2FH and
Austin, VK5WO for their special financial
and moral support, also to Kerry, VK4MZ,
for his moral support and contribution to the
idea right from the word GO.
To Mani and Mala who have shown their
appreciation of what was done on their behalf. They, better than most, know the intricacies of life in India and there is absolutely
no way they could ever have afforded to buy
a commercial rig.

The answer to the above question has to be
NO as it all became an expensive and frustrating exercise. It was an interesting challenge and it was always felt that HIDXA
was in the right. It did have legality on its
side and that is what kept me going. There is
that old Latin saying to sum it all up: "Nil

All this HIDXA effort and expense gave
them both an almost new TS680S, an almost new 25 Amp 13.8V DC power supply,
an almost new Cushcraft A4 Tri-band
Beam, an almost new Emotator Rotator with
connecting cable, 30 Metres of 50 ohm coaxial cable and a few log books and some
useful bits and pieces. They have been on
the air using the rig; the beam will follow in
due course.

Desperandum Carborundum".

THANKS

Thanks is of course due to the Membership
of the HIDXA Club. This offer of assistance
to Mani was made on their behalf. The letter
of thanks from Mani specifically acknowledges HIDXA and its membership.

In our hobby of Amateur Radio there are the
Believers and the non-Believers and both
are the crux of Amateur Radio DXing.

In addition thanks is due to several radio
amateurs who chipped in and assisted
HIDXA to carry what at one time seemed to
be a never ending, open ended fax and telephone bill. Many DXers sent a few extra
dollars with QSL cards often with a note of
encouragement. Several DXers donated
specifically to assist with Andaman but in
any case all moneys received were acknowledged in the usual way by HIDXA receipts.

160M DXCC
John Devoldere, ON4UN

For me the "winter" top-band season is just
about over. At the end of the week most of
my Beverage antennas go down (the farmers
start ploughing), and I get ready for some
summer trips on my bike.
The KH8 was my country # 276 (in exactly
10 years on top band). I analysed what is left
over and came to the following list (the
"difficulty" index only related to propagation, not to activity, of course).

Thanlcs to: HB9DLE, Bill; GOWAZ, Herb;
GJ3LFJ, Henry; JLGHKJ, Tashi; G3VXJ,
Bob; VK9NS, Jim; JM1VRW, Toshi;
ON4CU, Leon; VK2FRW, Toshi; LA1FH,
Gunnar; W6OSP, Bruce; WOJRN Jim;

Maybe it would be interesting for someone
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PaC///tit-417-WE
RULES FOR CDXC HONOR
ROLL CHASER TABLE

CDXC PENALLT TROPHY
Bill Moorwood, G3CAQ

Open to all licensed CDXC members.

No entries received to date so we are extending the period for entry until the end of
May. I do hope some one was working the
LF bands - 1.8, 3.5 and 7MHz during December and January. I, for one, was not,
having spent the first six weeks on the West
Coast of the USA, then a further 2-3 weeks
recovering from a bad cough. In addition to
that, on my return I found that two of my LF
antennas had collapsed and at that stage I
did not feel like getting a new rope over a
tree.

Open to UK licensed non-members. They
will be encouraged to join CDXC but
will be deleted from future tables if they
remain non-members.
Open to those licensed amateurs who
have already achieved HR status.
Qualifying number: 250 current DXCC
Countries confirmed in one or more of
the categories: CW, SSB and Mixed, with
both current and all-time confirmed
scores being shown.

Entrants for the Penallt Trophy should
submit a photocopy, or hand-written copy of
their log covering a 7-day period in December or January. Highlight the LF contacts
during any 7-day period between 0000z on a
Saturday until 2359z on the following Sunday. Then write out a summary sheet and
post both to me as soon as possible.

Position in the table will be determined
by the following order: Current Mixed
Score, All-time Mixed Score, Callsign
seniority. For single mode entries, the
mixed score will be assumed to be equal
to the mode score.
Entries to be sent to the Newsletter Editor by the usual publication deadline.

Score is the sum of countries worked on 3
bands during the 7-day period. Proof of
contact may be required.... no restrictions....
any mode. Full details of the award were
published in the November, 1996, Newsletter.

The table will be published in the July,
November and March issues of the
Newsletter.
Special CDXC Honor Roll Chaser Certificates are available to all entrants with scores
of 270 or more who have not yet achieved
Honor Roll status. Certificates are printed
by the Newsletter editor and may be applied
for at any time. This award is open to licensed amateurs only, reflecting the ARRL
DXCC Honor Roll which has similar eligibility rules.

We will not be publishing a list of all entries
this year, in order to get the competition
going again, we will just announce the winner at the AGM in July.
Correspondence about the Penallt Trophy,
or other CDXC award matters to:

If you qualify and have not yet achieved HR
status do please submit your score. If you
are already on the table, please update your
scores, even if they have not changed. Those
not updating within a year of their last update will be deleted from the table

CDXC Awards Manager
Bill Moorwood, G3CAQ,
4 Station Road,
Codsall,
Wolverhampton WV8 IDA
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STAN, FOSIW

ing:
I. Write a letter appointing our named
Customs Agent to deal on his behalf.

cards from Herik, FR5DX. As Herik is perhaps the most active amateur on Reunion
Island, I felt a personal desire to see if I
could help to clear up the situation for the
many people who have worked Herik and
need a QSL from Reunion Island.

To all interested in QSLs from Stan,
FO5IW As I have not heard from Stan
in some time and also saw his Papeete PO
Box being spread around the DX reflector, I
decided to telephone Stan on Bora Bora. He
is alive and well and has absolutely no intentions of moving from Bora Bora back to
Papeete. He does maintain the PO Box on
Papeete but advises that it takes 3 weeks for
that mail to be forwarded to his box on Bora
Bora, so he suggests that all correspondence
and QSLs go to his Bora Bora address: Stan
Wisniewski, P.O. Box 164, Bora Bora,
French Polynesia. (There is no postal code).

Thanks to one of the hams on the reflector, I
was able to contact Herik directly, and I
spent the better part of an hour discussing
the situation with him. I've arrived at some
conclusions based on this discussion and
also after hearing from about 20 of you.
Here's where I am at on this situation:
Based on my conversation with FR5DX, I
believe that Herik is making a reasonable
attempt to answer all QSL cards received by
him, and he replies directly when a sufficient amount is provided to return the card
directly, otherwise the card will come via
the bureau, which from Reunion Island is
approximately a 2 year process at best. This,
by the way, appears consistent with many of
your experiences with bureau cards.

He told me that the QSL Buro on Tahiti
forwards him cards about once every two
years, so he STRONGLY suggests that you
do NOT send him cards by the buro. He answers each and every direct QSL card, provided that there is a return envelope and an
IRC or something to cover postage. He does
not respond immediately, however. He fills
a box with incoming QSLs then every 3
months he answers all the QSLs at one time,
so depending on when yours arrives, it may
be an immediate response or a 3 month response.

There may exist some degree of theft of
Herik's mail, PARTICULARLY when an incorrect address is used. DO NOT
MENTION REUNION ISLAND OR
AFRICA OR VIA AFRICA on your QSL request, use the following address AS
PRINTED, nothing more, nothing less:

Although I am NOT his QSL manager and
you should not send me your QSL cards, I
am glad to provide these answers about Stan
and FO5IW. My wife and I visited him on
his beautiful Island last year.

Herik Mauduit-Larive
63 rue des Palmiers
F-97430 Le Tampon
FRANCE

73 de Jeffrey WA6KBL

FR6DX QSL SITUATION

or

Steven M. Wheatley KU9C

Herik Mauduit-Larive
P.O. Box 200
F-97834 Le Tampon CEDEX
FRANCE

(From the DX & QSL Reflectors)
I've heard from a number of DXers regarding their experiences with receiving QSL
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Meanwhile just as the equipment was arriving in New Delhi Shriram was informed that
he had to go to Kashmir for three weeks. He
had just two days to pack and go; he telephoned me late Thursday outlining .the
problem.

2. Write a letter to New Delhi informing
Customs that this Customs Agent would
be acting on his behalf.

It now required another immediate letter
from Mani, transferring his authority from
Shriram, VU2SK, to our nominated Customs Agent. In effect, our link to the Customs Agent had just disappeared and everything now depended on straight liaison between HIDXA and his office .

3. Write a letter to Shriram, VU2SK,
authorising him to act on his behalf
through the Customs Agent. This would
also assist with onward shipment of the
consignment to Port Blair.
4. Send a copy of the IMPORT CERTIFICATE and his amateur radio license
to Customs (a different department)
stating that he was the person concerned, i.e. P. Subramanaian, VU2JPS.

The remainder of August, then September,
October, November and quite a bit of December passed and became an exercise in
frustration as our so called agent was virtually unobtainable. Endless calls, faxes
achieved very little with this person. Independent enquiries via VK2FH/QANTAS
had, however, located our consignment in
storage.

NB. Draft letters were written here and
faxed to Port Blair so that Mani merely had
to photo-copy them, sign them and re-direct
them on the same day to New Delhi by fax
from Port Blair.

PROGRESS

Freight was pre-paid to New Delhi as
QANTAS would not accept payment for the
New Delhi/Port Blair leg. The equipment
was sent via Sydney, to India on 10 August,
1994, with complete confidence. It seemed
that all the correct action had been taken.
We should be so lucky!!

Gradually over the weeks and months help
was enlisted in India as most certainly our
consignment was in limbo. Indian Customs,
in their infinite wisdom, had levied a Fine
and Penalty of almost US $1,000 on
HIDXA. Their reason - an illegal import!!
This I really took exception to. Pay US
$1,000 and an illegal import becomes a legal one?? No way.

The equipment arrived in New Delhi by Air
India on the 15th August but only after a
SNAFU at New Delhi as the consignment
had ended up in Frankfurt!! It returned on
the next days' Air India plane to New Delhi.

HIDXA then lodged an official appeal to the
Top of the Heap Customs in New Delhi.
The Appeal Court overturned the Fine and
Penalty and ruled in our favour squashing
the Customs order.

CUSTOMS CHARGES
In the meantime, as soon as the bank was
open on Monday Morning (12th August)
$600.00 (in Rupees) was sent to Shriram,
VU2SK, by telegraphic transfer to his bank
account. This was to pay for Customs duty,
expenses and forward freight payment to
Port Blair after customs clearance.

Meanwhile the same VU friends put a great
deal of pressure on the Agent and finally the
equipment was cleared. A further US
$350.00 was sent by telegraphic transfer (in
Rupees) to pay for onward freight and Mani
phoned me on our Xmas morning to say that
he had finally received the items.
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in Mossel Bay. Mike's staff on the Pentow
Malgas excelled in every way and showed
why they are the top firm in this area of activity in Southern Africa.

However, as things turned out, it was not
until the 8th August 1996 that I actually
sighted the IMPORT CERTIFICATE Permit WPC-AMT 2216/96 Delhi - which
had just been sent by fax to HIDXA. The
permit had in fact been signed on the 23rd
February, 1996 and showed that the last
application in January had been dealt with
promptly by the Assistant Wireless Advisor,
just as he had promised on the telephone.

We do have scheduled Bird Island in the
"Cape Province - Indian Ocean Coast" for
which we have the callsign ZS26BI and we
will advise readers shortly of this unnumbered IOTA DXpedition. Problem is we
have a lot on our schedule with DXpeditions, which require working on about five
and hoping for success on one or two.

This Permit is quite clear in stating its purpose and is the Ministry of Communication's authority required for the import of
the amateur radio equipment. The donated
items and the declared value of the goods
for customs purposes are also listed on the
above IMPORT Permit.

ANDAMANS - VU2JPS
(Background information relating to the donation of equipment to Mani, VU2JPS by
HIDXA)

CUSTOMS

Jim Smith, VK9NS

It was my intention to hand carry the items
to Mani in Port Blair. On arrival in New
Delhi (my entry point in India) I would clear
the items and pay the customs duty. However, in attempting to make airline bookings
and requesting a guaranteed excess baggage
allowance of some 60 Kgs (for Manis gear)
Air India were unhappy about the radio
equipment.

The first HIDXA application for an
IMPORT CERTIFICATE to cover the proposed donation of used amateur radio
equipment to Mani Subramanian, VU2JPS,
in Port Blair, Andaman was made in July
1995.
The application was re-submitted (by Mani)
to WPC after Mani and I updated the material in Port Blair during one of my visits to
his home. By mid December, 1995 neither
of the applications had received a response
of any kind.

In their view the IMPORT CERTIFICATE
was clear: it allowed the import of the listed
items BUT the donated equipment was now
actually owned by Mani and he would have
to clear it and no amount of discussion
would change their outlook. Carry it if I
must but Customs would not be able to clear
it in New Delhi through me. It would be impounded!

Late December 1996 had me dealing directly with WPC (Ministry of Communications, New Delhi) by fax and telephone. The
issue of the IMPORT CERTIFICATE was
finally agreed to by the Assistant Wireless
Advisor, WPC. Therefore in early January
1996 HIDXA submitted our third application (requesting the issue of an IMPORT
CERTIFICATE) by fax to the Ministry —f
Communications, WPC Wing, Amateur
Radio Cell, in New Delhi. Subsequent telephone calls in early February 1996 to WPC
confirmed that the Certificate would be issued in a few days time.

AIR FREIGHT

After a great deal of thought and discussion
a decision was made to air freight the items
to New Delhi for clearance and onward
freight to Mani. To achieve this a Customs
Clearing Agent was appointed in New Delhi
and Mani was instructed by fax and telephone from Norfolk Island to do the follow32

(NOTE THE ZIP CODE IS DIFFERENT
BETWEEN THE TWO ADDRESSES!)

here's my offer to help. For a start, I'd be
willing to survey those of you brave enough
to try one more time, following the guidelines above. Send FR5DX a QSL card as
noted above, and let me know via email or
whatever that you've sent the card. I will
then attempt to confirm with Herik that he's
received the card, and if you will confirm
receipt of the return QSL card, we can then
ensure the above system works. Finally, I
will keep the reflector up to speed on how
this works out.

This causes the mail to be delivered to him
via the French postal system.
Return postage from Reunion Island to the
US, as with other parts of the world, is
rather expensive. A single green stamp will
not cover return postage. Airmail to the US
is currently 5.30FF, while a green stamp can
be exchanged by Herik for about 4.30FF.
Also, 2 IRCS will suffice. You could also
try the various foreign stamp services. Given
the large number of QSL cards Herik deals
with, he returns direct cards only if sufficient funds are provided to cover the cost of
return postage.

I'd like to hear your thoughts, and if you're
willing to try the above idea out, I'm willing
to help make this work. If the above doesn't
work effectively, I'll contact Herik and see if
we can find another method that WILL
work.

Finally, when you operate as many stations
as FR5DX does, you will get a LARGE
quantity of QSL requests. Don't expect to
receive your card in a few days, although
some of you noted rather quick responses.
Herik has a 'real job' in addition to Ham
Radio, thus QSL cards are not always going
to be his top priority.

QSL MANAGER WANTED
Richard Kingston, G4RHM, is currently active as 9N IRHM from Kathmandu and
would like to appoint a QSL Manager as
soon as possible. Would any CDXC member like the job?

I also asked Herik about using a QSL manager, and he does not wish to do that at this
time.

Richard would want to communicate logs
etc., by e-mail and anyone who may be interested can contact him at:

Now, for the real test. Based on the rather
lively reflector responses that surrounded
the FR5DX QSL discussion over the last
few weeks, I'm sure that some of you are
somewhat doubtful that any of the above has
any merit. I can tell you only that I had a
very nice conversation with Herik, who appeared to me to be making a reasonable attempt to deal with the QSL card situation. I
also spoke or heard from a few people who
are aware of Herik's QSL card management
in the past as he has operated and/or have
met him personally. It appears to me that
several who have interacted with Herik in
the past, or have had the pleasure of meeting
him personally, would share this view.

rdk@cbi.wlink.com.np

QSLing ex USSR COUNTRIES
Alan Jubb G3PMR

I've heard a number of people over the last
year or so say how difficult it is to extract
QSLs from addresses in the former USSR.
On the other hand, my own experience in
QSLing to ex Soviet Union addresses has
been pretty positive - I certainly get a far
higher return rate from there than from
South America, for example. The only exception is Armenia, where there definitely
are problems at the moment. I therefore
thought it might be worth passing on a few
guidelines that I have developed over the

I'm willing to try to make this work, and
25

years. Like many things in life, it's mostly a
matter of common sense.
To achieve a high success rate, you need to
take every step possible to maximise the
chance of your QSL being delivered to the
target address. Mail pilfering is probably the
single biggest reason for poor returns. You
therefore need to make your letter as innocuous as possible, so that it doesn't attract
attention as being potentially interesting.
Here is what I do to achieve this:
• I don't use a red and blue airmail envelope - I use a plain white DL size
envelope, with a single blue adhesive
airmail sticker
• I don't use commemorative postage
stamps - I use a single Machin definitive. This reduces the risk of postal
workers who are stamp collectors
from stealing the envelope.
• I don't make the envelope look bulky
- I just enclose my QSL, an IRC, and
return address label - no return envelope.
• 1 print the address directly onto the
envelope from the PC, in an attempt
to make it look like another piece of
junk mail.
• I use 1RCs rather than Green Stamps
to cover return postage, as I believe
that they are less susceptible to theft.

members of the Universal Postal Union must exchange an IRC for the
lowest available airmail rate, it is
questionable whether, in ex Soviet
countries, this is sufficient postage to
cover an average QSL in a standard
envelope. For this reason, it is better
to send just a return address label,
which allows the QSL Manager to use
a lightweight standard size envelope.
Even if you send a label, you will often find that it is cut down by the QSL
Manager, by removing all the white
space around the address.
An alternative would be to send more than
one IRC, but I have found a single IRC to be
adequate.
I have found that by following the above
guidelines, I get an acceptable return rate.
This is not a guarantee of success - like
most other aspects of DXing, it's all about
maximising your chances, but something
can always go wrong. There will still be the
bad QSLers, and there's not a lot you can do
about them.
I hope the above will be useful, and if anyone else has any further tips to add, I'd be
interested in hearing about them.
73 and good QSLing
Alan, G3PMR.

I also seal the envelope with tape - I use the
so called "invisible" tape to make it less
obvious that the envelope has been sealed.
Apart from reducing the bulk of the outgoing envelope, there are two other reasons
why it's not a good idea to enclose a self
addressed envelope for the return of the
QSL:
• I believe that standard sized envelopes
are required on outgoing mail.
• Although it is a requirement that

CDXC member Cliff GOANtell, in his wellappointed shack Cliff acts as QSL Manager
for several DX stations

tensity and we were able to huddle together
and wrap damp sleeping bags around us. It
was very cold and hypothermia was on the
fringes of affecting us. At 5am the sun made
an appearance and we all emerged and carried out recovery exercises and mild aerobics!

arrived via the oil rig vessel "Pentow Malgas" and Johan ZSIJM left the island planning to return on the Sunday on the next
shift.
We put up the wire antenna to operate 40/80
and 160. This was a memorable day. We
worked the really big pile-ups all day on
SSB and some CW. We couldn't believe this
was just an IOTA DXpedition it was more
like a new country, such was the demand.

At about 10am we had re-established the
rigs and the tent. But too late for the VK's
ZL's and Pacific. We worked the pile-ups
again till about 10pm (2000 z). We decided
to cut the power and went to sleep.

At 8-50pm (1850utc) a violent gale and
heavy rain hit the tent. Being not of the cyclone resistant variety the sides of the tent
almost collapsed. The sea sloshed over the
island and soon we were sitting in a foot of
seawater while the rain and wind pounded
us. The CW rig landed on its side and all
three of us battled to close the openings. I
was working an IK6 and shouted "you're 5/9
but this is an emergency and we are going
QRT!" The tent rocked and seemed to be
moving. After 20 minutes I became impatient and said to the others "you hold the
tent, I'm going to resume the pile-ups." Sitting on the chair in a foot of water with my
arm around the rigs/table which were
threatening to collapse, I shouted "ZS23I
QRZ" and at once the QRM resumed. I
worked about three stations when I felt the
RF from the rig shoot through my body!
With my feet in seawater that was not
healthy!! So I said "emergency, storm, going
QRT!! " A pity because the band was wide
open.

On the morning of the 21st we awoke and
started the generator. But there was no
power. After a close examination it was
clear the generator had been damaged by the
sea water. It began to rain so we moved the
tent to higher ground which was quite a battle in the wind and made it more secure.
Clearly there was to be no more activity on
the air! At noon the Pentow Malgas arrived
but the zodiacs could not manage to get
through the swells and they signalled a return the next morning.
After an uncomfortable night the Pentow
Malgas arrived at 0715am on the 22nd and
we were evacuated successfully.
We are not keen to return to the island but
because so many wrote asking us to help
those hams who were unsuccessful we will
try but when I do not know.
Despite the adverse conditions, we made
well over 1000 contacts in 57 countries,
mainly SSB equally 15m and 20m, as well
as some 40 and 80m. CW comprised about
10% of the total.

Well, then all Hell broke loose. We knew
that if the tent was washed away we would
probably perish. We were sited on the prow
of the island and on either side of us there
was a steep incline to the sea. We braced
ourselves and for 4 hours literally held on to
the centre tent pole which was inclining at
an ever increasing angle. I have to salute
Bud and Dirk who managed to smile at
times and crack jokes despite the dangers
involved. We did have a plan should the tent
collapse. At 2am the wind reduced in in-

We appreciated the interest shown by hams
world wide and the support of the RSGB
IOTA committee who gave us valuable
guidelines, and we are grateful to Dr Tony
Williams of the Department of Nature Conservation, to Tom Bosker the Port Captain at
Mossel Bay and very much so to Mr Mike
Wemyss, chief executive of Pentow Marine
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OXOPt-A3177047Y
There seemed to be millions of seals
crammed in to every square inch. The
stench was indescribable and nauseating
with the acrid ammonia penetrating our
nostrils continuously. But as in most things
the body becomes accustomed thereto. All
over Seal excrement and urine was everywhere. The seals moved away when we
landed but after pitching our tent and setting
up the station they moved back around us.
The island is solid ROCK. We had to use
mountaineering pitons to secure the tent guy
ropes and the Cushcraft 3 element beam.
That was the only way.

HELL OR HIGH WATER
Barry P Fletcher
(An account of the DXpedition to
Seal Island 18-21 October, 1996)
We were told no one had ever spent a night
on Seal Island. It was not recommended that
our team do so. Wild seas which washed
over the island as a result of either gale
force north westerlies or south easterlies
made any planned stay dangerous. Some of
the worlds largest great white sharks inhabited the bay between Mossel Bay and Seal
Island.

Within 2 hours of landing the equipment we
were on the air. First to work us was Roger
Ball ister!!
Within an hour
Roger had advised us that our
IOTA number
was AF-077
having worked 5
countries and 50
contacts overall.
Our two man
advance party
ZS IFJ and Johan ZS1JM got
going and
worked solidly until 10 pm that night when
propagation ceased comp etely. We were up
at the crack of dawn to work the ZL's VK's
and Pacific only to find propagation non est.
We normally worked these areas easily at
that time but that was terrible news. Mal
VK6.. was loud at 5-7/8 but we could only
work a few more. Jim Smith VK9NS was a
miserable 3-2! Never mind well work them
tomorrow. We actually packed up until later
in the morning when propagation began to
pick up from Europe and from then on we
worked the pile-ups non stop. Just after
lunch on the 19th Bud ZSIB and Dirk ZS I X

We were not put off. Seal Island is only a
short distance
off Mossel Bay.
Nevertheless, it
was explained,
when you get
there you will
see!
I had travelled
to Pitcairn (I'm
due there again
this year or if
another
DXped-ition
gets in the way, in 1998), the Kermadecs
and other islands all of which were quite
daunting, so what could be so bad about
Seal Island?
Having secured permission (not easy) after 6
months of putting our case, and having the
extremely kind offer by Pentow Marine to
take us out, we were landed by zodiac at 730 am on the morning of the 18th in fine
calm weather. The swells around the island
were considerable and that should have
warned us. We were meant to land the previous day but the weather was a bit wild.
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ICtY804,e0 C0/ 34/6e
quite well, taking their share of the RTTY
output from VKOIR. How fascinating numbers can be!

RTTY
Peter Halls, G4CRY
When I mentioned to the editor that there
seems to be very little in the newsletter to
entertain us RTTY enthusiasts, the nub of
what he said was "Well write something" so
here it is. Maybe this will become a regular
page - or not. It's up to you, the readers.

RTTY has its own fascinating set of challenges but I want to make it clear that I am
NOT saying that RTTY is better or worse
than any other mode. All 1 am saying is that
is has it's place. Going back to the beginning, RTTY has it's roots in teleprinters for
sending messages over land lines. The old
teleprinters were entirely electromechanical. Basically, they used the Murray
code which utilised 5 bits for letters, a start
bit and one and a half stop bits. The bits
were referred to as marks and spaces in
those far off, pre-computer days and they
were represented by the two states of a flip
flop electromagnet. The flips and flops were
used to set up a code wheel which then became the letters of the alphabet and were
printed by a kind of primitive daisy wheel!
On transmit, the reverse happened and the
magnet sent two voltages out to line to represent the marks and spaces. One of these
old printers in full flight was a wonderful
sight to see! The voltages used were plus
80v and negative 80v. Once or twice as an
apprentice I was inadvertently connected to
this 160v AC and it made me jump! When
radio amateurs got hold of the system, two
tones were substituted for the voltages
which could be sent to the transmitter.
These days, radio amateurs use tones which
are 170hz apart, known as 170hz shift although originally 850hz shift was used.
Even now some free thinkers use 450hz or
perhaps 70hz. I have seen a shift so wide
that my equipment can't cope with it. Still,
we're in the business of experimentation
aren't we? Also, of course, most of use a
computer of some sort these days. This is
because we don't know how to work a mechanical printer and anyway, you would
have to get the floor strengthened and buy

I don't know how much people know about
RTTY so if there are any questions, please
write in. The editor will be delighted to receive feedback. If I can't answer the question straight away I will find someone who
can. I hope that more people will be encouraged to try RTTY. It is NOT as some think,
a dying mode. If nothing else maybe we can
achieve a level of understanding between
the users of different modes so that we can
work together instead of swear at each
other. After all, no matter what the mode,
DX IS!
Lets begin by trying to scotch the idea that
RTTY is a dying mode and that nobody in
CDXC is interested. 1 note that in the
March issue, Alan, G3PMR suggests that
with only 10 RTTY QSOs with VKOIR
members do not have much interest in the
mode. Well it's been said before that there
are lies, damned lies and statistics and certainly at first appearance it would seem that
Alan might be right. However if we look
deeper into the numbers we find that VKOIR
made 80673 QSOs in total of which only
732 were European RTTY QSOs. That is a
mere 0.9%. All told, their RTTY output was
only 2.5% of their total and they were all on
one band - 20 metres. It seems that the lack
of interest in RTTY was with VKOIR not
CDXC members. In fact, 10 QSOs out of
the CDXC total of 739 represents 1.35%
which is better than the European percentage. So, in proportion, CDXC members did
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ear defenders for all the family.

that wasn't so hard was it? Now, when the
voice has gone or you want to go on the air
at night without waking anyone up, you can
use RTTY. With voice synthesis software in
use you can even copy RTTY with your
eyes shut.

With the onset of other machine modes like
Amtor and Pactor which are souped up
RTTY with error correction, a shift of about
200hz is used. Sadly, terminal unit manufacturers seem reluctant to switch to 170hz
shift when they move back to RTTY to you
often see 200hz shift RTTY. If you listen to
RTTY a lot, it is possible to identify some
of these shifts by ear!

As I write this, the BARTG RTTY WW
contest approaches. I hope to take part if I
can get the antenna built in time and then I
will write about it all next time!

CQ INTERNET

When you send SSB or CW, the TX PA has
the opportunity to switch off during quiet
times. However, with RTTY, even when
you are not sending a message, you still
transmit a sort of 'holding signal' Hopefully,
this is just the two tones sent alternately
(know rather prettily as 'diddle') but some
people like to send just one tone. Whatever,
the PA has no 'spare' time in which to cool
off. One consequence of this is that a linear
amplifier using one 3-500z valve will give
legal output of 400 watts in SSB or CW
modes but it would tend to overheat in
RTTY mode. This is why linear amplifier
manufacturers usually make a 1200 watt job
when we can only use 400 watts in the UK.
It means us RTTY'ers can run an amplifier
that won't melt in a contest!

g4dyo@aoLcom
We all know that Radio Hams are totally
bananas, but connecting to a PacketCluster
via Internet has to be height of lunacy!
However, if you are in that category there
is DX Monitor, a programme for Windows
95/ Windows NT that tracks the spots on
OH2BUA and provides DX alarms, sked
alarms, country identification, beam headings, sunrise/sunset, sorting by call, frequency, time, etc. It's free at:

Days of DXing. The URL is:
hup:.•www.geocities.comCapeCanaveraV1641
Further to the notes in the last issue, on 26
March, 1997, the new "Crazy DX Group"
Internet site became available. Besides the
new graphics, the site is now available in
English. At the site you'll find:
•

Detailed informations about the Crazy
DX Group (who are the Crazy's, group's
rules, membership list, etc)

•

Pages dedicated to the IIA award, (late
information about the activities, information from the IIA committee, updated
list of every island valid for the IIA
award, IIA Award rules - 1-IF & VHF,
etc).

•

hitp://www.benlo.com/dxmon.html
•
An updated list of RTTY's most needed
countries list is now up on Jim's Gazette.
Look under DX NEWS. All RTTY operators are invited to contribute their needs list.
You can print out a survey form from the
web site at:

I would like to heartily recommend that you
all try RTTY at least once! Like amateur
radio in general, it is possible to spend
megga money on RTTY kittutii you can do
it for a lot less - how about ( 0 or so? If
you like to dabble with the soldering iron,
Badger Boards make a kit which uses only
one LM371 op amp to do the whole job.
Software is free at least for trial purposes. I
realise my mistake straight away - I am assuming you have a PC so for Ag80 or so read
1200 or so. Not that much if you say it
quick and no more than a good set of golf
clubs or a nice camera. If you don't like soldering irons, there is a ready made version
available from Venus electronics. Now, load
the software and tune up between
14.080Mhz and 14.090Mhz. There we are,

http://www.n2hos.com/digital/
Information about station HZIAB is available at:

http://www.netcom.com/471)/hzlab.html
Check out K2CD's Website for three complete copies of the West Coast DX Bulletin,
including issue #1. The interesting thing
about issue #1 is that although it was published in May 1968, DXers of today will
recognize the call of a prominent DXer who
still activates ZD8 (with the same call) - 29
years later! And maybe a few Old Timers
will recognize other calls of the Golden
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•

Software page, where you'll find:
OFFICIAL I.I.A. SOFTWARE
by
IKOQOB last release 2.1 (freeware) updated 23/03/97, several databases for
Packet-Cluster(tm) (IIA, IOSA, SPIA)
available both in Italian and English
language, etc).
Photographs & QSLs (very large photolist of 11A activities, Crazy DX Group
members, QSLs, etc).
List of many HAM-sites links.

You will find it at the usual WEB address:

http://mline.peoples.it/crazy

KAWIN NEWS
Stan Huntting, KFOIA
Announcing KaWin 6.49 and BeaconClock
1.04. Three hot new releases all of which
are ready for download from the KaWin
Home Page:

http://www.mutadv.corn/kawin
BeaconClock is Freeware for DXers who
share an interest in monitoring the
NCDXF/IARU beacons! BeaconClock32
has now been joined by BenClk16 - Bea-

conClock for Win3.x systems. BeaconClock32 version 1.04 includes minor refinements in the location data for some of
the Beacons.
KaWin 6.49 enhancements include:
Support for the US FCC call sign database.
Absolutely the most current database for US
calls - updated weekly and downloadable
from the US FCC web site. Use it by itself
or as automatic fills and updates to your
CDROM database. Have your in-depth database and the latest vanity calls too!
Support for the ANALOG command of the
new KPC-3 Plus, including on screen
monitoring and file logging of sampled
analog levels.
The Statistics context has disappeared - but
you can bring it back any time you want.
New right-click, pop-up menu access to the
Record Context and Disconnect Context
commands.
Plus, new macros and more enhancements
and fixes - all described in the
Squawk64.wri file.
To subscribe to the KaWin News mailing
list, send email to: stan@mutadv.com with
the word SUBSCRIBE in the subject line, or
use the handy subscription link on the
KaWin Home Page. To be removed from
the list, send email to stan@mutadv.com
with the word UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject line and be sure to include the email
address this message was sent to in the body
- I cannot remove you if I don't know your
address!

WAL E. HEAD

k c7)

Why didn't they fly to
Heard is land? hey
sure had enough pilots!! ,

